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Plans are underway for the
fourteenth annual Miss Murray-
Calloway County Fair Queen Contest to
be held Friday, July 8, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Lovett Auditorium on the Murray
State University campus.
The contest will be staged by the
Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club in cooperation with the
Murray Jaycees. Proceeds will benefit
the Glenda Boone Memorial
Scholarship Fund and various local
charities.
Any girl who has completed her
junior or senior year in high school who
is a resident of Calloway County is
eligible to enter the Contest. The
deadline for entries is June IS.
All interested girls should contact
either Mary Ann Russell, phone 753-
2832, or Jane Sisk, phone 753-9689, or
complete the entry form in the Murray
Ledger and Times and return to the
address stated on the form.
Larry England, Speech and Debate
Coach at Calloway County High School,
will emcee_the pageant. _ - -
Serving as Sigma Department co-
chairmen for the contest are Judy
Muehleman and Jane Prince. Other
committee chairmen are Martha
Pitman, awards; Lois Keller, Coke and
swim party; Mary Ann Russell and
Jane Sisk, contestants and escorts;
Sina Richardson, finance; Patsy
Oakley, judges; Charlotte Gregoryi
mister of ceremonies;-Nancit-tVaisten,
niiiMc;Doris Celia, -publicity; Annie
Knight, rehearsal; Sue Spann and
Brenda Marquardt, merchants;
Georgiana Moffitt and Judy Carroll,
stage; Carolyn Lee, telephone; Mildred





Bob G. Sherman, president and
managing officer of the Home Federal
Savings and Loan Association of
Paducah, announced plans today for a
new branch office to be located in
Murray. The board of directors of
Home Federal have fully approved this
facility and the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board has given full approval for
the construction of this new building.
Last year Home Federal completed
its new home office building which is
located at 1601 Broadway. The same
year the association built and opened a
new southside branch office and as of
this week has completely finished the
renovation of its downtown branch
office at Fourth and Broadway.
Plans are being formulated to build a
new modern facility and property has
been purchased at the intersection of
Main and Twelfth Streets by the
Association in Murray. Construction
should _begin in the very near future
according to Sherman.
"Due to the phenomenal growth of
Home Federal over the past few years,
the management felt the need of
expanding the services to other areas in
Western Kentucky, and this is why
Murray . and Calloway County have
been chosen as a primary set-vice
area," a spokesman said.
Other announcements will be made
as soon as the architectural plans are
finalized.
BOYS STATE TOP OFFICIALS—American Legion Bluegrass Boys State elected officials get together for a picture at
Easterts Kentucky University Where the annual make-believe gavernmentlibekt From left are: jaCkliilhifti, setteta4'o1
7-state,--litisselt1ohn Brinkterigoverrtor,-Mtittar-Marthetiteed; -attoriffy-gerTi-arlesingtoli, -and Boyce "Ross, lieutenant,
governor, Paducah. About 350 young men attended the mythical 51st state government.
Local 4-Hers Attending 4-H
Week In Lexington This Week
Four 4-H'ers from Calloway County
will be among mOretiian 1,000 other 4-
H'ers to attend 4-H Week in Lexington,
June 13-17. This year'sievent which will
Involve 4-H'ers and leaders from across
the state has the theme, "4-H Take it to
the. Limit," and focuses on leadership
and citizenship through 4-H.
Delegates to this year's 9-H Week
from this county include Jo Beth
Norwood, Terry Joe Sledd, Brad Bryan
and Janet Smith. Accompanying them
will be Jane Steely, County Extension
Agent for 4-H. The group will leave for
Lexington, Monday morning, June 13
and arrive back in Calloway County
Friday afternoon, June 17.
Campaigning also begins on Monday
for state 4-H officer elections, which
will be on Thursday. Nominations for
state 4-11 president, vice-president and
secretary were made by 4-H'ers in area
meetings before the conference and will
continue at multi-area meetings on
Tuesday morning, 4-H Week delegates
will narrow this list to three candidates
for each office. Campaign speeches and
elections are scheduled for Thursday
morning.
Workshops .concerning human
relations make up another major part
of the week's program. Each 4-H'er will
have a chance to attend two seminars
during the week during the time
planned for these sessions on
Wednesday and Thursday.
In arirlitinn fa_humaw relationships.,
the workshops will include seminars
concerning 9-H opportunities for out-of-
state trips and programs,
consumerism, sex roles, and leisure-
time recreation.
General assemblies and recreational
activities make up the remainder of the
4-H week program. "Superstars"
inside today
One Secdon —40 Pages
President Carter is giving his newest White House
assistant a task most likely to become one of the most -
important in the administration's effort to tame and
housebreak the elephant that is the federal bureaucracy.
See the story on Page 10 today.
One of two hostages who died when Dutch commandos
stormed a besieged train in northern Holland was killed
by a South Moluccan terrorist, according to one of the




widely scattered showers and
thunderstorms today, tonight and
Tuesday. Very warm and humid
with highs today and Tuesday in












Deaths & Funerals 10
games are planned for Wednesday
afternoon. And at Thursday afternoon's
program, Franklin Farley, Henderson
County, immediate past-president of.
the Kentucky 4-H organization, will
speak to the 4-Hers on the subject,
-The Challenge."
Also featured _during the week-long
event in Lexipgton, will be the 1977 4-H
Fashion Revue, where county winners
compete for state honors, modeling
outfits they made in their 4-H Clothing
projects. Slated for Tuesday night, the
Fashion Revue will be followed by an
ice cream social and vesper service.
Speaker at the Wednesday morning
assembly will be Shirley Goodnight,
Charlotte, North Carolina, and a
member of the 4-H Report to the Nation
Team. Miss Goodnight will speak on
"Teens on the Move." Winners of the
state 4-H officer elections will be
announced at a Thursday afternoon
assembly where Paul Hall, 1976-77 state
4-H president will speak on •Yeilterday.
Today, and Tomorrow."
The newly elected officers will be
Inaugurated Thursday night at an
inaugural ball and banquet, when
Louisville humorist Graddy Nutt will
speak: Officers and area
-representatives also will _ ceceive
special recogMtion at the night's
events, Which closes 4-H Week for 1977.
Several awards to friends of
Kentucky 4-H program also will be
made during the week. Time is set
aside, too, for area delegate talk
sessions and for area meetings with the
state officers and area representatives.
The 30 area representatives, young
people chosen by their fellow 4-ifers to
represent their respective Extension
areas, and the three present and three
immediate past state officers aye
much of the responsibility for, planning
and conducting the 4-H week program.
Additionally all 4-H'ers attending the
conference will have responsibilities to
various committees.
Number Of Businesses In Local
Region Is Relatively Large
According to a Government report.
just released, the number of business
establishments in operation in
Calloway County is relatively large.
.-There-arn-mor-o--of--them in-basiness-
locally,. in proportion to. population,
than in many areas of the country.
The report, which is entitled. "County
Business Patterns," was compiled by
the Department of Commerce in
cooperation with the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.
Essentially, the data in it is based
upon Tax reports submitted by
employers under ,the Federal Insurance
Contributions,,, Ale. It provides
information on the number of working
people in each community who are
-covered by -Social SWIIIIty-,111-e-a mount
they earn and the size' of the
establishments that employ them.
Listed in Calloway County are a total
of 580 business firms that employ one or
more persons. The number is exclusive
of -mom and pop" operations that are
self-conducted.
Of the total, 372 have 4 employees or -
less, 112 have from 5 to 9 and 54 have 10
to 19.
The predominance of moderate-sae
businesses in the local area conform!, to
the pattern in most parts of the country
Their durability in the face of
competition is indicated by the figures,
which show that no less than 93 per cent
of the local establishments have fewer
than 20 employees. -
Throughout the United States as a
whole, 88 per cent have less than 20 and.
in the State of Kentucky, 89 per cent.
With respect to the employment
situation, the findings are that
Calloway . 'County's business fi
provide gainful employment for 5. 3
people in jobs covered by .Social
Security.
Not included are farm workers, self-
employed persons, domestic workers
and people on government payrolls.
Davitc niimhpr of people
unemployed, wage scales have been on
the rise. At the same time, more
workers have been coming under the
Social Security umbrella. As a resulto
payrolls have been going up locally.
The current report lists the annual
payroll for.. -covered workers at
$31,287,000. In 1973, when a similar




The Hazel Town Council, at its' June
meeting, approved an annexation
ordinance on the first reading. Second
reading of tR ordinance is .sc uled
for the July Meeting of the council.
"This ordinance will bring i
corporate limits certain 'properties on
the western and northern,perimeters of
the city and has the cimsent of the
property owners," Hazel Mayor Cy
Malec:said, • •
The, council also discussed and
approved the establishment of a new
water district to serve the area south of
the bouridaries of the Murray Water
District, including Hazel and adjacent
areas.
The water district development isk
under the direction of County Judge




Union members of Local 1068 of the
United Auto Workers are reported to
have voted by an 88 per cent majority
Friday night to strike the local Tappan
plant *f we choose to go that
direction."
An anonymous union official reported -
that a contract ratified last January 4'.
by members of the local appears to be
the central issue behind another
threatened strike by workers at the
local stove plant.
The official said a report that union
members are displeased with the
company's procedure for handling
employe grievances under the colithict
"isn't far off."
Union President Franklin Rushing
said this morning that he has no
comment on the matter today, but will
probably have something to say
Tuesday.
Plant General Manager Thomas- E.
Rice said that he has not been officially
advised as to the total results of a strike
vote taken Friday.
Rice added that the agreement
reached with the union last January,
after an 18L-2-month long strike, called
for ,the setting of new incentive
standards on all jobs. "This was the
most important area of the new
agreement, since it was the company's
belief that if previous incentive
-Approaches were- continued the-plant -
might have to be shut down," Rice said.
He noted that on January 4, the local
union had pledged its cooperation to
make the new provisions work.
Rice also said that the agreement
permits the union to take disputed
incentive standards -quickly to an
impartial arbitrator to resolve the
dispute and that, the company has
repeatedly urged the union to do so,
"Instead of taking the disputes to
impartial arbitration, the local union
had delayed as long as it could and has
now called for this strike vote to try to
force the company to change its
procedures," Rice said.
He added that the agreement now
calls for an International Union
representative to review the standards
and there are further provisions within
the agreement and the union
constitution that are in place to try to
help resolve such disputes. After
certain steps are taken; the
International Union can move the cases
into arbitration or can authorize . a
strike. "It is unfortunate that the local
union chose to take a strike vote before
the international representative had a
chance to review the standards," Rice
said.
The plant manager also added that
the vote "appeared to have been timed
so that 118 new employes could not vote.
Had the vote been held three work days
later, most of these employes could
have voted to remain at work," he
Rice concluded his statement by
saying, "I came to Murray because I
like the plant, the people, the city and
the company. We can have the finest
appliance plant in the country if our
employees wish it."
According to the union source, the
.-apoewbere.appareadaatateci to4rike•titie.
company on an unspecified date if the
firm's management and the union do
not reach agreement on an acceptable
procedure for handling employe
grievances.
He said the grievances are an
aftlieatrai of 'contract violations by 'the
. company.
The current contract is scheduled to
remain in effect until June 20, 1980.
James Earl Ray Is
Captured Early Today
BRUSHY MOUNTAIN, Tenn. (API
— James . arl Ray was tracked down
early toda b_y_a brace of bloodhounds
- named Sandy and Little Red, ending a
desperate 4I-2-hour flight for freedom
from life inprison.
At the end of a three-hour, three-mile
run througlj a waded creek valley and
up thickly covered mountain slopes, the
assassin of civil rights leader Martin
Luther King Jr. was found hiding in a
pile of leaves.
A few hours after Ray was seized,
police arrested another of the six
inmates who had fled with - him —
leaving only one fugitive at large.
The 49-year-old Ray, driven and
exhausted, covered with mud and sand,
offered no resistance to his captors. His
first words, according to_prison guard
Sammy Joe Chapman, Sandy's handler
and the first officer on the scene, were:
"I feel goOd."'






The Community Theatre will have
membership meetings at the Calloway
County Public Library today, with the
junior- mernber4 meeting at one p. in.
and the general membership meeting
at 7:30n. m. 
.
For Junior members who have not
paid, membership dues of one dollar
• will be payable at the Monday meeting.
Plans will be finalized for the coming
trip to the Nashville Children's Theatre
with all members being invited to go on
this trip. The possibility of having
theatre classes later in the summer will
be discussed.
Active membership dues of five
dollars for general membership will be
payable at the Monday night meeting.
A sneak preview of "Curse You Jack
Dalton" will be presented to the
.membership.
Plans will be made to entertain
Marvin Weaver: Kentucky Arts
Commission, at the meeting, and the
production schedule for the rest of the
summer will be discussed.
Any junior is invited to attend the
ajtarnoon meeting, and any adult who .
is interested in any facet of-the theatre
is invited to attend the night meeting
ahd get involved with the Community
Theatre, a spokesman sajd.
returning with Ray and said: "She's the
prettiest dog in the world." Sandy and
Little Red are 14-month-old sisters.
" The loeation of Ray's recapture was
only five miles from the Brushy
Mountain State Prison where he and the
six others'escaped over a wall with a
makeshift pipe ladder on Friday
evening.
The sixth fugitive, Donald Ray
Caylor, 24, was spotted this morning by
a patrolman walking along a street in
Oak Ridge, 20 miles east of the prison.
Officers said - Caylar had no
identification on him and the patrolman
brought him to police headquarters
• where FBI agents and prison guards
iden-titied him.
Joel Plummer, state public safety
commissioner, said authorities: were
delighted with .the success of the
manhunt.
Caylor's return to the prison left onls
Douglas Shelton, 32. still free.
Two others were captured Sunday:
Larry Hacker, 32, Hamilton, Ohio,
serving 28 years for armed robbery and
safe cracking, was the reputed
- ringlparler of the P.zcape: 
34, Erwin, Tenn., convicted of murder
and rape, was a former cellmate 'of
Ray's.
Another fugitive, David Lee Powell,
27, Chicago, was recaptured Saturday,
lie was serving 100 years for murder.
Plummer said Gov. Ray Blanton was
"extremely pleased with Ray's
, capture."
Blanton said Rafter he had kecit U.S.
Atty. Gen. Griffin Bell briefed on the
search and that Bell had kept President
Carter informed.
-- Plummer said - Raves' capture
"concludes one of the largest manhunts
in te history of Tennessee . • •
The capture, at .2 a.m.. was 'reported
at 2:35 a.m. and Ray IA as returned'to
the prison soon afterward in a squad
car driven swiftly through the gate to
the administration budding,. -
Ray appeared. tired bin alert and
wide-eyed. His hair was wet and matted
and his clothes, a black sweatshirt and
black pants, were covered with sand
and mud. His face ,also was smeared
with mud.
It was not known 'whether Ray had
eaten during the weekend chase. said
Warden Stoney Lane.
He was examined by a medic And
placed in a prison hospital. Lane said
this was "routine procedure."
Lane said Ray would be placed in
-administrative segregation" for three
days while a hearing on the escape is
conducted. ''It is not solitary,.
confinement, but his movements Inside ,
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Club will meet with Mrs. Max
Parley at 7:30 p.m.
Mahe, Bell Hays Circle of
First United 'Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m. in the senior youth
room- of the church. -
Recovery Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the First
•Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets. This is for all
persons with emotional or
nervous disorders and for
information call NEEDLINE.•
Summer registration for
those who have not advanced
registered for the 1977 sum-
mer session will be at the
Student Center, Murray State.
Kentucky Bookman's
A•ssociation members will
have a book show, in the north
'gym, Carr Health Building,
MSU, from one to 4:30 p.m.
Tennis Camp workshop for
high school and junior high
students will be held at
Murray State and Murray
High School courts.
Murray Unit of National
Hairdressers will meet at
Perkins, Pancake House at
seven p. m. with Willard Alls
as speaker on "Drugs."
Community Theatre will
have membership meetings, at
the Calloway County Public -
Library with junior members
meeting' at one p. m. and
general membership meeting
at 7:30 p. m.
Countrykide Homemajters
• Monday, June 13 - Ch will Meet at Paris
Memorial Baptist Church Landing State park.
BYW will meet with Gaila
Lature, 1011 College Courts,
Murray, at 7:30 p. m.
Tuesday, June 14
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will be Animal Signs
studied to meet at Center
Station at three p. m., and
hayride and cookout at Center
Station at 6:30 p. m., with
reservations necessary for the
latter.
Food Service workshopi for
school food service personnel
will be at North Calloway
Elementary School from 8:30
a. m. to 4:30 p. m. and will
continue each day through
June 17.
endure the agony of watching me die slowly. (I went
Book Show at Carr Health through 22 months of that when my husband died of
Building, MSU„ will be from cancer.)
eight a. m. to 4:30 p. m. Abby, you 
would be doing your readers a tremendous
service by explaining The Living Will and telling them how
to obtain one.
B. J. IN CONCORDBasketball camp for boys
opens at Carr Health Building,
MSU.
Exhibit of drawings,
weavings, and textiles will
open at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU, and
will continue through June 26.
"Twilight Cabaret" from
MSU Theatre will open at the
bathhouse patio in the old
beach area at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:3op.
m. Will show nightly-except
Monday through August 7. No
admission charge, but
donations will be accepted.
•
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30.a. m. at the
Dexter Center.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet with Ten-
nessee Outland at 1:30 p. m.
Tuesday, June 14
Betty Sledd Mission Group
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at the church at 7:30
p.. m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
-4oi4tsenior citizens with sack
lunch at noon, band practice
at one p. m., and a Stanley
party at two p. m.
First Baptist Church
Women's Groups will meet as
folldws: I with Mrs. Jack
Kennedy at nine a. m., II with
Mrs. W. B. Parker at ten a.
m., and III with Mrs. Rubena
Dawes at seven p. m.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Women will meet with Carol
Turner at 7:30 p. m.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will meet as
follows: Alice Waters with
Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Jr.,
Bessie Tucker with Mrs. Wiley
Trenhohn, and Nhiryleona
Frost with Mrs. Dwight Crisp,
all. at, 9:30 a. -rn., and Faith
Doran at senior youth room at
two p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will Meet at 3:30 p. m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Murray Lions Club will
meet at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church for
the installation of new of-
ficers.
Hardin Senior Citizens
breakfast at 7:30 a. m. and
shopping at ten a. m.
Miss Georgia Mins
Honored At Shower
Georgia Elkins, bride elect
of Terry Turner, was.honored
with a tea May 28 at the home
of Mrs. Henry Hargis, 306
South 12th Street, Murray.
Hostesses were: Mrs. Mean
Hargis, Mrs. Ruby Hargis,
Mrs. Carolyn Reagan, Miss
Francie Elkins and Miss
Edwina Elkins.
Beautiful corsages, created
by the Poppy Shop were
presented to Georgia and her
. mother, Mrs. Edwin Elkins;
the groom's mothir, Mrs.




By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a 54-year-old woman who wants to
thank you for the best present I have ever received.
Because of an item in your column, I sent for The Living
Will. Now I have peace of mind, knowing that if I should
become terminally ill, those who love me will not have to
41,
DEAR B. J.: The Living Will is simply a document drat
reads as follops
To my fagaily, my physician, my lawyer, my 'clergyman,
i_
To any medical facility in whose care I hapken to be,
To any individual who may be responsible for my
health, welfare or affairs:
Death is as much a reality as birth, growth, maturity
and old age —it is the one certainty of life. If the time comes
when I. ,can no longer take part in decisions for
my own future, let this statement stand as an expression of
my wishes while I am still of sound mind.
If the situation should arise in which there is no
reasonable expectation of my recovery. I request that I be
allowed to die and not be kept alive by artificial means or
"heroic measures." I do not fear death itself as much as the
indignities of deterioration, dependence and hopeless pain.1
I therefore ask that medication be mercifully administered
to me to alleviate suffering even though this may hasten
the moment of death.
This request is made after careful consideration. I hope
you who care for me will feel morally bound to follow its
mandate. I recognize that this appears to place a heayy
responsibility upon you, but it is with the intention of
relieving you of Such responsibility and of placing it upon






Copies of this request have been given to:
To date more than two million Living Wills have been
distributed. IYep, I have signed one.)
I am absolutely opposed to killing for any reason._
However, should it be determined that there is positively
no hope for my recovery. I believe that it is my right to be
allowed to die with dignity.
A California reader donated $1,000 to my favorite
charity for acquainting him with The Living Will.
A Texan wrote: "I want a Living Will because when
Gabriel blows his horn, no S.O.B. is going to keep me from
going."
i) I requested six copies, and sent a check for $6 to cover
cost of documents and mailing. It's tax deductible.
If you send for The Living Will, please be patient 1
promise your request will not be overlooked. Be sure you
enclose your name and address, clearly written.
The Living Will or the directive for your state can be
obtained by writing to The Euthanasia Educational
Council. 250 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019. a
non-profit organization. And if your state has passed the
law making The Living Will legally enforceable, you will be
sent the "directive" adopted in your state.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
hostesses.
Other guests were: Mabel
Edmonds, Barbara Jewell,
Janeann Turner, Carolyn
Rice, Mary Dunaway, Sara
Hargis, Audra Elkins, Jean
Barnett, Mildred Elkins, Joan
Gilbert, Valerie Gilbert,
Becky Travis, Wilma Sims,
and Kristy Elkins. Twenty
persons, unable to attend, sent
gifts__
Refreshments for the oc-
casion included individual-
cake squares, decorated with
yellow wedding bells; fruit
punch; nuts and mints.
Golf Pairings For Ladies -Day For
Murray Country Club Are Listed
The regular ladies day golf and Edith Garrison.
will be held Wednesday, June '
15, at the Murray Country
Club with Beth Belote as
hostess who has released the
following pairings:
Tee No. 1-
9:00 a. m. —Carol Hibbard,
Eleanor Diuguid, Euldene
Robinson, and Alice Purdom.
9:30 a. m. — Betty Lowry,
Sue Costello, Betty Stewart,
and Elisabeth Slus-Meyer.
9:40 a. m. — Diane
Villanova, Judy Muehleman,
Carla Rearoat, and Vicki
Baker.
9:_59 a. m. — Norrna Frank,-
Rowena Cullom, Exie Hill,
440- a• •Fn' -Betty 4°- WITItena Kfoelleff:
Purclonf, Cathryn Garrott,
Evelyn Jones, and Dorothy
Fike.
9:70 a. m. — Venela Sexton,










1% t_-- Prices Starting 
a500
The Bradley House
For Brides Reidland Kentucky
Your Individual  N
Horoscope "9,4 .677
 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, JUNE 14, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Pep up the "difficult" areas;
aim for surer efficiency; study
others' methods to note where
they could apply to your
situation.
TAURUS
lApr. 21 to May 21)
Old fashioned common sense
will be needed in making
decisions. Self-reliance, plus a
certain amount of flexibility,
will also boost your stock.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Where you can step up fm-
petus and momentum of ac-
tivity, don't hesitate: There's
much to accomplish now. Just
one admonition: Don't overlook
details.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 180(C)
If not overanxious, you can
make extraordinary gains now.
Careful thought and con-
sideration of past procedures
will give you direction.
LEO
I July 24 to Aug. 23) flfg
Strongly benefic solar in-
fluences should help you put
over worthwhile plans now..- are outstanding, but you must
Some changes may have to be learn to curb tendencies toward
made, but they will prove hypersensitivity and
profitable in the long run.
VIRGO
t Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "P
A good time to develop a abhor idleness and, once you've
dormant talent, to repeat an old chosen the career which ap-
strategy when others tail. Don't peals to you most, will spare no
yield to frustration in ANY effort to reach the top — which
situation. Keep your eyes on a you usually do, since you are a
golden future realist and your goals are
LIBRA r.„,v always within the realm of
t Sept. 24 to Oct. 22) Az ‘i4 possibility. Fields in which you
You may face some complex could attain your greatest
situations now, some unex-,, 
successes: writing, theatrical
n.,,, obstacles, so anticipate direction, music, journalismth"---ern— but. with 
composure and ( as reporter or editor),
research; in the business world,preparedness, nbt anxiety. You
as broker or dealer in coin-
SCORPIO 46.4„ MOdities. Birthtlate of: Harriet'
(Get 24 to Nov. 22) Beecher Stowe, author of
-Uncle tDifferences of opinion need om's Cabin"; John
not result in rifts. Get together mcc4rinark singer; Burl Ives,
theatrical entertainer.
with those concerned and
calmly iron things out.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Don't negate past fine efforts
through carelessness. Attend to





( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10 6;iv
Look to others for suggestions
— help, coo. Don't try too much
by yourself or reject ideas




(Jan..21 to Feb. 19)
There's a tendency now to
take off on tangents or useless
ventures unless you keep your
mind on immediate objectives.
Press for efficiency.
PLSCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(Q.
Delay may seem the rule
rather than the exception. Work
to eliminate the causes of defeat





YOU BORN TODAY are
imaginative, brilliant of in-
tellect and dexterous of hand.
Your versatility and love of life
restlessness. You are idealistic
and always aim high, but you're




Close' j Ciose. if
Tee No. 4-
9:00 a. m. — Phyllis Kam,
Nancy Fandrich, Euva N.
Mitchell, and Inns Orr.
9:10 a. m. — Frances Hulse,
Betty Scott, Margaret
Shuffett, and Anna Mary
Ad,ams.
9:20 a. m. — Rebecca Irvan,
Lou Lamb, Lou Doran, and
Chris Graham.
Tee No. 7-
9:00 a. m. — Mary Watson,
Mary Belle Overby, Jean
• Doxsee, and Marge Kipp.
, 9:10 a. m. — Kitty Freeman,
Bonnie Jones, Juliet Wallis,
and Frances Matarazzo.
9:20 a. m. — Pat
McReynolds, Aurelia Batts,
Cindy Ashby, and Annie
Knight.
9:30 a. m. — Mickey
Phillips, Lorraine Maggard,




Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Miller
and son, Tim, were in Murray
for the high school graduation
of their son, Lee. They have all
returned to Gainesville, Fla.,
to reside. Mr. Miller served as
minister of the University
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We are pleased to an-
nounce that Karen Denise
Card. bride-elect of Steven
Dale Steele, has selected
her Pottery. Stainless and
Crystal from our complete
bridallregistrs.
Karen and Steven will
be nuti-ned on -tutu/ a.
)977.




Don't put it off any longer. Get into a regular
excercise progri- __I now. It'll not only make you
feel better, you'll look better andlive long
Of course, you should consult your doctor
first. Then start jumping rope.,walking,
bicycling or jogging.
How you fake care of yourself directly
affects the cost of health care for all of us.
In the long run, good health habits are the
best form of health care...and the least .
expensive.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield and Delta
Dental of Kentucky, we're concerned about the
cost of health care. and think there is no better
health care plan than your own good health care
habits. With all of us helping each of us. we can
maintain quality health care at the lowest possible
cost.
write-us for information on quality health care /
plans. Blue Cross and Blue Shield and Dolta-Dental
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The KEA And
Negotiations
FRANKFORT — The Kentucky
Education Association has that bulldog
tenacity toward " its ambition to
citablish Professional Negotiations for
teachers through legislative action.
I.yndle Barnes, public affairs
• director for KEA, said in a telephone
interview that KEA plans to support a
bill in the 1978 General Assembly to get
professional negotiations into law. This
will be the sixth legislative session
strong support has been _given by KEA
to the move.
Approximately 30,000 classroom
teachers across the state pay dues into
KEA in behalf of improving education
for the youth of this state, and
improving the lot .of the classroom-
teacher who at one time labored mostly
for love of educating the children
instead of for money.
But that system has been on a course
of gradual change since the beginning
of World War U or slightly before that.
Barnes said the bill in the 1978 session
will be "slightly-different from the five
sessions before,- but the final decision
has not yet been made on what the
scope the bill will be."
Interinfir legislative committees in the
House and Senate are now studying
varying versions of Professional
Negotiations for teachers and for public
employes.
In One -session the KEA- teamed up •
with the Association 9f State Employes
on a bill to provide negotiations for all
public employes, but last session they
went on their own for one for teachers.
The nearest KEA ever came to
success on this score was in 1974 when
the legislature, tired of the perennial
problem, passed a bill that had few
teeth in it as far as KEA was concerned.
.6 • Governor Wendell Ford vetoed the
bill after it was passed by the
legislature, but the procedure for
passage is probably more interesting
than the result.
The Kentucky School Boards
Association has been adamantly
'opposed to Professional Negotiations.
since the beginning. The basic stance of
KSBA is that the local elected school
board is the "voice of the people" and
that is where the power lies." To offer
the teachers the right of negotiations is
negating the rights of the duly-elected
school boards.
Associated Industries of Kentucky
and the . Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce has been aligned with KSBA
in the fight against PN as a basic
position against unionization of public
B -
10 Years Ago
-Joe Dick has been elected president
of the Bank of Murray, according to
Luther Robertson, chairman of the
Board of Directors of the bank.
Deaths reported include William
Noah Maynard, age 67, Mrs. Murmon
Jane White, age-79, and Mrs. Lou Sadie
Underhill, age 79.
Nancy Stirmon Smith of Murray
received her Master's degree in speech
and hearing therapy from Texas
Women's University, Denton, Texas.
Births reported include a girl, Leslie
Elizabeth, to Dr. and Mrs. John Wilson
Frost on May 30.
Linda Harris, 'daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Harris, and Iftita Ryan,
daughter of Mr. Ind Mrs.Xharles B.
Ryan, are on the staff of the Baptist
Asseinbly at Ridgecrest, N. C., this
summer.
20 Years Ago
A total of 6,207 game licenses for
hunting and fishing have been .sold
since January_ 1, according to the
officer of the Calloway County Court
Clerk.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Maggie
Burton, age 77.
Nancy Adams, talented musician and
vocalist from Fulton, apper,red in the
All Star Show of the Arthur Codfrey
cast on CBS Television last night,
Miss Janice Parker and Jimmy
Allbritten were married May 19 at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Rickman.
Rev. Frank Cayce, minister of St.
John's Episcopal Church, and his wife
were honored at a picnic bY the
church. He will be leaving soon to move
to Memphis, Tn.
VAN CURON
employes. This position is
Understandable.
KEA has-. achieved many
improvements in education through the
years since 1940.
First off, they got bills passed in 1940
establishing a teacher retirement
system in Kentucky and also
established teacher tenure in the same
session. Teacher tenure did a lot toward
taking dictator rule away from
superintendents who had built political
fiefdoms with education funds.
Of course, the superintendents are
aligned with the KSBA.pri this fight,
although they at one time controlled
KEA.
In 1953 Kentuckians repealed Section
186 of the Kentucky Constitution that
put allocation of state funds to school
districts on census of school-age
children. It was changed to average
daily attendance basis' and the
Minimum Foundation law was passed
in 1954.
Since that time every legislative
session has budgeted a large share of
the state's general fund for education.
Of course KEA has a vested interest
in pushing for PN. Like a labor union,
KEA has to show progress or
improvements for teachers else the
members quit paying their dues, the
lifeblood of KEA or a union.
• tiotiovr, - 43a/ries-AO- he thinks:.-
-communications between teachers
and boards of educations --and
superintendents have improved" since
the efforts of PN started in the state.
Some 30 states now have some form
of PN. There is now a bill in Congress to
establish such. rights nationwide., The
National Education Association has
joined with the American Federation of
Teachers, and AFL-CIO. affiliate, to
press the measure through Congress.
In 1974, legislative, leaders, tiring of
KEA efforts for PN, said, with some
determination, "we're going to pass a
bill for them this session." It was the
toothless tiger that Ford vetoed.
- The-great concern of the KSBA was
thai it was just a -foot in the door" and
stronger amendments would be pressed
from session to session.
Nobody now knows what will happen
in 1978 or what will happen on the
national level.
Isn't It The Truth
Television reminds us of a kind of
people who keep busy simply to pass
the time away — sort of like a laugh
with no fun in it.
Bible
Thought
When they Saw the chief captain
and the soldiers, they left beating of
Paul. Acts 21:32.
Policemen and soldiers are still
needed to protect innocent people




U.S. Sen. WrAter "Doe" Haddleston ( Di
3327 Dirks.., BeiMiwg
Washington, D. C. 20510
U.S. Sen. Wendell H. Ford 0
41)1 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
U.S. Rep. Carrel Halberd, Jr. (D)
204 Canon House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515
olap if S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where -a U S Capitol
operator wilt connect you with the of-
ficio, of your chore
State Level
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II NOW OR 'THE HAW' PART."
111EARTIN
--41EARTLINC Is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions-and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
probtem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Daytop St., WeEL. Alexandria, Ohio
4538it.-Inior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed- fiiirelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: A friend of mine fat
least I thought he was) borrowed some
money from me and has never repaid
it, although I have a signed and
witnessed promissory note from him..
I talked to an attorney about the
matter, but he said the fee would be
almost as much as the money owned
and it would not be worth my while to
retain him. Do you know anything else I
can do? J.R. '
ANSWER: The best bet is to take
your so-called friend to small claims
court. In this court, you do not have to
be represented by an attorney and the
filing costs are minimal.
Heartline has compiled information
as to the procedure to follow and what
to expect when you go to court. for a
free copy, write "Heartline — Small
Claims Court," 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio_45381. .
Please include a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope with your request.
HEARTLINE: I am 67 years old, a
widow and live on Social Security.
Today
In Histor),
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, June 13, the .164th
day of 1977. There are 201 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1956, Britain turned
the Suez Canal over to Egypt after
operating the waterway for 74 years
On this date:
In 1502, Christopher •Columbus
discovered the West Indian island of
Martinique.
In 1841, the first Canadian parl lame
opened in Ottawa.
-In 1917, General John Pershing and
his headquarters staff arrived in Paris
in World War!. _
In 1940, Paris was' declared an opt.
city in World War II.
In 1942, the U.S. Office of War
Information ' -was '.creat,d, th
brbadcaster and writer Elmer Davi as
director.
In 1969, a withdrawal of U.S. conibat.
troops from South Vietnam began with
the pullout of a unit fighting in the
Mekong Delta.-
Ten years ago: O.S.,Solicitor Genctal
Thurgood Marshall was nominated by
President Lyndon B. Johnson to be the
first black on the Supreme Court.
. Five years ago: President Richard
M. Nixon submitted to Congress a
treaty with the Soviet Union for the
limitation of nuclear arms.
One year ago: It was announced in
Ethiopia that 18 Military leaders and
merchants had been executed on
charges ranging from plotting against
the governtnent to hoarding.
Thought for today: I don't do ,
anything to keep my weight doOm
because it's my weight that's keepipg •
me down. Irvin S. Cobb, .American
humorist, 1876-1944. . .
_I have .not .bad much to the last 
yearand would be interested in joinipg
pen-pal club. Do-youlthOW Of ariy
could join? R.T.
ANSWER: Heartline has developed a
pen-pal program for people over the '-
age of 50. This club was started to help
people like yourself combat the
problem of lonliness, and it has •
thousands of members.'
To obtain more information, write
"Heartlines American 60 Club," 114 E.'
Dayton St.; West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. -
Please enclose a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
HEARTIINE.: I am 67 years old, on
Medicare and am going in the hospital
next week. Do I have to-make a claim
with Medicare for my stay? R.S. '
ANSWER: No. When you receive
covered services from a participating
hospital, skilled nursing facility or
home health agency,„you do not need to
make any claim for your hospital
insurance benefits. These participating
facilities -.have agreed to -charge you
only for services which are not covered
bY Medicare.
These institutions or agencies make
the claims and receive the Medicare
payments from intermediaries, which
are organizations selected by the Social
Security Administration -.. to handle
hospital insurance claims. You will
always receive a notice from the Social
Security Administration when a
hospital insurance payment has been
made in your behalf..
For people on Medicare, Heartline
developed • 'Heartline's Guide to
Medicare." This book has been
completely updated and is written in
easy-to-understand:- question-and-
answer form. It includes a complete
explanation of Parts A. and B,. an
explanation of -reasonalbe charge?'
and contains a sample Medicare.claiM
form with instructions on how to fill it
out.
To order, send $1.50 to -}leartline's
Guide to Medicare," 114 E. Dayton St.,. '-
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. This book
is completely guaranteed. -




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
We couldn't decide if it was a look of
anger or of disgust that pro golfer Tom
Weigkopfs chip shot on the 13th hole at
.the Danny Thomas Memphis Classic
Sunday.
But whatever it was, we were sure he
was trying to stare a hole in the ground.
Weiskopf's tee shot, like so mans
others we saw on the 13th Saturday and
Sunday, had gone through the dogleg of
the fairway and was in heavy grass on
the side of a hill.
The ball flew out of the heavy rough
on his approach to the green and
bounced into the gallery behind the
green.
The delicate chip shot back down the
*ping green was the cause of
Weiskopf's consternation. , The ball
ended up about six feet from the cup,
Weiskopf missed the putt, and he
carded a bogey on the hole.
Prior to the 13th, the veteran golfer
was only one shot off the pace being set
by DTMC winner Al Geiberger and
Gary Player, who were 12-under at the
time.
0+0
We saw many local golf 'fans at the
classic, at which a new all-time
attendance record was set. Paid
attendance for the Wednesday through
Sunday tournament, including the Pro-
Am, totaled 149,000. Over 30,000 were in
attendance Wednesday when.. former
--President VreraRi Ford-aced the par-
three fifth hole.
0+0
We think Some sort of temperfure
record must have been set, also.
0+0
• This year's DTMC was not televised
but the word is already out that CBS has
a contract for televising the 1978
*Lassie. Next year's tournament will be
played either two or three weeks prior




, This year's tournament was the
weekend prior to the Open.
CCINTIOLIT IN SIVIse
U.N. riMEOVgAitAl 55/EACN ANDY- StCNO
Let's Stay Well
Benign Breast Disease And The Pill
Q: Ms. B. N. has been taking
the Pill for a number of years.
She has had some trouble with
noncancCrous lumps in. her
breasts, and she wants to
know if continuing to take oral
..contraceptives will increase
her Chances of developing
breast cancer
A: While many pructicing
physicians will advise patients
with benign breast disease
(BBD, to discontinue taking
oral . contraceptives, the",.
evidence is, not clear that the
frequency of cancer is made
worse among women with
BBD by taking the Pill.
It is known that the chances
of women with some types of
benign bteast . disease
deyeloping breast cancer are
slightly ,greater than . in
women with normal breasts,
By F J L Blasmgame M D
but more research with large
groups .of women will be
necessary to see if oral con-
traceptives increase the in-
cidence of BBD.
While it cannot be said with
certainty that oral co'n-
tracePtives will not increase
the breast cancer hazard in
the long run, it seems ac-
curate to say that the in-
cidence is small and the risk is
usually regarded , as slight.
You should discuss this matter
With your physician.
How Big A Bike For
Youngsters?
Q: Mrs. T. 0. writes that she
and her husband are delighted
ati the interest their eight-
year-old son has shown in
.riding a bicycle. He learned to
'ride on a neighbor's bike.
However, now she and her
husband are debating about
the size of the new bike they
plan to buy for their son. Her
husbands want to buy a larger
bike, "ono that the boy can
grow up to and use even better
when he is larger. Why buy a
small one 'and have to replace
it in a few nionths"
--Mrs. T. o. wants to know
how to jtidge the size bike that
their son needs. '.
A: According to my sources
of information, the bike should
be one that your son can
straddle with his feet flat on
the Zround. There should - be
"about one-half to one inch of
space between his crotc1Land
the crossbar.
U is much safer and more
comfortable for your son to
have a bike that he can han-
J L Blasmgame, MD
dle. Falls, other accidents atel
fulty braking are . inoic
frequent when a youngster
rides a bike that he has to
grow up to than one that is the
correct size-
- The -difference in cost is a
small investment in safety
The used bike can be passed
along to a, younger brother.
relative or friend or traded in
on a new, -larger bike at the
appropriate time.•
At your son's age, ht. shoufd
be taught about . the rules !If'
the road and cautioned a boot
traffic dangers. Unless vorkl •
.ltabits become a way of life for
him, he may' take un-
necessary, dangerous
chances. He should avoid WAs
areas, limit riding on wet
streets and try, not to ride in
. the dark,
.4•414....14,4m444. 40.44.4011•11•1444. • ....I .4. _ 41.4.44aromr.vrar +-Mo., ;1.1,
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Dodger Lead Down To
71/2 As Reds Win Pair
By BOB GR-EF:NE
Al' Sports Writer
"I had something to show,"
Cincinnati relief pitcher
hawl Eastwick said.
Eastwick gave up three runs
in the top of the ninth of the
First game of the Reds'
doubleheader with the
Montreal Expos. But
Cincinnati came back in the
bottom of the ninth to grab the
74; victory.
Then came the second
game, which Cincinnati won
14-8. a ,
-I was upset" Eastwick said'
of the booing by the Cincinnati
. fans in the first game. The
boos "were an incentive
very much an incentive."
Eastwick, 2-2. KrIed five
shutout innings in the nightcap
to gain the victory. It was his
best performance of the
season.
In other National League
games Sunday, Pittsburgh
swept a doubleheader from
San Diego, 6-1 and 7-4;
Chicago nipped SanFrancisco
6-6, St. Louis downed Los
Angeles 5-2, Atlanta defeated
Philadelphia 5-3 and New
York stopped Houston 34. •




-- -Jerry .and.Caralyn.CalS1W. ell
of Murray captured the title in
the - Duke-Duchess Golf
Tournament Sunday at the
Rollings Hills Country Club in
Paducah.
The Caldwells, members of
the Oaks Country Club, shot a
74 on Saturday bilt soared to a
71$Sunday but still managed to
claim victory by three strokes
id the championship flight.
In second place were
Chvight and Addie Mills of
gaducah. They shot a 151. The
11011s were the defending
-champions of the tourney.
: The Caylwells had
previously teamed to win the
Oaks Country Club's Belles
and Beaux Tournament.
Reds exploded for 20 hits,.
eight for extra bases.
Dave Concepcion drove in
three runs with a single and
his third homer of the season,
while Dan Driessen, who had
three doubles, and Cesar
Geronimo each had four hits.
In the opener, George
Foster's ninth-inning
grounder with the bases
loaded scored Ed Armbrister
with the winning run.
Eastwick had gone into the top
of the inning with a three-run
lead before the Expos bounced
back with two singles, . a
double and a sacrifice fly.
Cardinals 5, Dodgers 2
- Mike Tyson had two doubles
and a single, driving in three
runs to power St. Louis to
victory. Hector Cruz 'homered
as the Cards pounded out 11
hits against the Dodgers,
whose NI. West lead over
Cincinnati shrunk to 7'2
games, their smallest since
May 2.
The Cards snapped a 1-1 tie
in the sixth when they erupted
for three runs on four hits,
chasing loser Tommy John, 6-
4. Erie Rasmussen, 5-7, posted
hic spcond wininfive days.  .
Pirates 6-7, Padres 1-4
Dave Parkey's.solo homer
snapped a- fifth-inning tie to
give Pittsburgh its nightcap
victory after the Pirates won
the opener behind pitcher
Jerry Reuss. •
.Reuss, 2-6, hurled his first
complete game of the season,
besting .San. 'EllegWs Randy
Jones, 4-7, last year's- Cy
Young Award Winner_ _
The pirates took a 4-1 lead in
the opener • by scoring four
runs in the fourth inning, the
big hit being a two-run single
by Omar Moreno.
The second game was tied 4-
4 when Parker led off the fifth
with his ninth homer of the
season. Pittsburgh tallied two
insurance runs in the eighth on
a two-run double by Moreno. -
Cubs 6, Giants 5
Gene Clines scored on
Bobby Murcer's sacrifice fly
in the eighth inning to give
Chicago a sweep of its four-
game series with San
Francisco. Clines singled with
one out and took second on an
error. Clines then moved to
third on pitcher Gary Lavelle
wild pickoff throw.
Bruce Sutter, 2-1, worked
the final two innings.
Braves 5. Phillies 3
A three-run homer by Jeff
Burroughs in the bottom Of the
ninth lifted Atlanta past
Philadelpia.
Burroughs' 15th 'homer of
the season came off reliever
Gene Garber, 2-4.
Junior Moore and pitcher
Andy Messersmith also
homered for Atlanta,
accounting for all of the
Braves' runs. Greg I.uzinski
hit  his  13th homer of the
season for the Phils.
Mets 3, Astros 11
_ Len Randle scooted home
with the winning -i:un 'tin -a wild
pitch to back Tom Seaver's
five-hitter and give New York
its ninth victory in its last 13
games.
Seaver, 7-3, struck out six
and. Walked two in hurling.his
fiftl complete gait& of the
season. Floyd. Bannister, 1-6,
shut out the MetS. through the-
first seven innings but threw
the wild pitch to cap the Mets',
two run eighth inning.
TAKE A BREATHER -Johnny Miller (background) and Steve Taylor take a break from the heat
while watching Tom Weiskopf putt out. Miller finished the tournament in a five-way tie for sixth
place. Taylor, who began the final round in second place struggled in with a 76 Sunday and ended
up in a tie for seventh. Weiskopf fired a 69 Sunday and finished in a tie with Mike Morley for
third place.
Staff Photos Ety Gees lAcCetchoree
Geiberger Holds On To
Win Memphis Open Title
.By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. I AP —
Al Geiberger, emotionally and
mentally drained after what
he called a double victory in
.the Danny Thomas:Memphis
GOlf ClassiC, said he faces one
major problem in this week's
United States Open
Championship.
"The hardest thing to do will
be to come back down —
return to. reality,:' the- soft-
'Spoken Geilierger ga Id: • -
. He had a brief, historic
excursion -- realms
bordering unreality inthis
event when he shot 'a'
phenomenal, recordbreaking,
PLACES BALL-Gary Player, who made a charge for the DTMC crown Sunday, places his ball on
the 16th green. Player eagled the seventh hole Sunday after leader Al Geiberger hod double
-
bogeyed the 4th to move into the lead. But Geiberger maintained his composure and come bock





NEW YORK (AP) — It was
12:30 a.m. Sunday when the
Taylors left Esposito's, an -
ordinary tavern across from
the backstretch at Belmont
Park. It was hardly the place
you'd expect to see the owners
of a horse who several hours








will melt in your mouth! We serve
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But Mickey and Karen
Taylor aren't ordinary horse
owners and their colt, Seattle
Slew, is one of a kind. By
posting 'a four-length victory
Saturday in the $181,800
Belmont Stakes, Seattle Slew
became the first horse ever to
win. the Triple Crown while
unbeaten.
Outside Barn 54 on Sunday.
Taylor, wearing a yellow
Seattle Slew T-shirt, said,
"We'd like to keep him
running if all goes well."
However, big money for
syndication — reportedly as
high as $14 million — is being
offered for Seattle Slew, who
has won nine starts, including
the other two Triple Crown
legs for 3-year-olds, the
Kentucky Derby and
Preakness.
Mickey, a logger from White
Swan, Wash., won a big bet at
Hollywood Park, giving him
money to buy his wife the
horse she had always wanted
since she was a child.
Eventually, he bought Seattle
Slew for $17,500 on the
recommendation of Dr. Jim
Hill, a veterinarian and also
partLowner. By earning
$109,080 on Saturday, the son
of Bold Reasoning now has
career earnings of $717,720.
Now, the question is what's
next for the 10th Triple Crown
winner in history? • •
Trainer Billy Turner said
the colt would be rested, then
shipped to Saratoga when that
meeting opens in August,
indicating Seattle Slew
possibly would run next in the
13-under-par 59 in Friday's
second round.
That made up the best part
of his winning total .of 273, 15
Under par:the-7',193-yard
Colonial Country Club course
and, he said, put him under
duspresurL..
.• /'in mentally worn out," be
said Sunday after his back-
nine rally had produced a
four-under-par 32 and a three-
stroke. victory over South
African Gary Player and
chipper, Jerry McGee. "It's
wth:; ir riosot emotional thinga 
through.
.
-It's like there were two
tournaments,- said
Gelberger, a • 39-year-old
veteran who collected $40,000
f ruin the total purse of $200,000
For his 11th tour triumph. "It's
like the 59 was something
sit,tpr:.rate, by* itself, and 'the
tournmaent was a different
o
• -1 didn't have to win the
tournament even after
shooting the 59. And for a
while, it looked like I wasn't
going to."
Be•  paused briefly and that
shy smile crossed his face.
"It makes a lot better story
this way," he said: "You
know, in telling it later — an
I'm sure. I'm going to be
telling it a lot of times — it'd
be awful to say I shot 59 and
then blew the tournament.
This makes it a lot better.
It was far from being easy 
and 'it certainly wasn't
comfortable, in temperatures -
that s-dared into the upper 90s•
and sent- first aid personnel
scurrying to the help of more
than a dozen spectators who
collapsed in the sweltering
heat.
Player shot a final 69 for 276.
He was tied by McGee, who
birdied the last hole for a 67
that clinched-him a spot °attic
American Ryder Cup team.




LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Hurdler Eavin Moses might
have been nudgeddaut of the
limelight if Dwight Stones had
been successful at one of his
last three high jump attempts.
But as it turned out, Moses
was the man of the meet at the
National AAU Track & Field
Championships.
A quiet and studious physics
major at Atlanta's Morehouse
College, Moses even did a
little showboating, laughing
and throwing buttons bearing,
his picture into the stands as
he took a victory lap.
His jubilation was
warranted.
Moses, who had set a world
record in winning the Olympic
gold medal in the 400-meter
hurdles at Montreal, rewrote
'the mark Saturday, the final
day of the three-day AAU
meet at UCLA.
In a race that was supposed
to be close between Moses and
NCAA champion Tom
Andrews, Moses won by 10
meters. He was timed in 47.45
seconds, bettering his earlier
world standard of 47'.64.
Andrews- finished second in
49.03.
"I heard all the talk about
Tom Andrews,7, said Moses,
who pissed up this year's
NCAA meet.
"So I decided to put the
aft farbusrte. Ier n rs on. Ivef eel I caneI
run. 
*training as hard as I did last
year when I was pointing for
the Olympics:" -
Moses, who has complained
recently that he has not
received the recognttion
deserved by an Olympic
champion and world record-
holder, almost had -to share
the limelight at the AAU meet.
But Stones, shooting for his
own world record of 7-74 in
the high jump, missed three
times at 7-7%. His good jump
at 7-6te won the event for him,
however.
Moses and Stones, along
with .other American winners
— or top finishers — at the
AAU meet became eligible to
represent the United States at
the inaugural World Cup
Games next September in
Dusseldorf, West Germany.
That meet is seen as an
annual international
championship to be held in
non-olympic years.
, Other highlights of the AAU
competition includes:1 Steve
Scott's upset of Kenyan Wilson
Waigwa in the 1,500 meters.
Waiga had *hipped Scott in
the NCAA finals, but Scott, of
UC-Irvine, ran a 3:37.29 here
to nip Waigwa at the tape.
Don Quarrie won the 100
meters with a 10.12 clocking.
Steve Williams was second in
10.24.
AUTO RACING
LE MANS, France —
Belgium's' Jacky Ickx and
teammates Hurley Haywood
of Daytona Beach, Fla., and
Jurgen Barth of West
Germany guided a Martini
Porsch from 41st place to first
In winning the Le Mans 24-
hour endurance race. It was a
record fourth triumph for
Ickx.
Travers. a 3-year-old event. on
Aug. 20.
-"You don't get a horse like
this very often," Turner said.
if you enjoy horse racing,
when you get one you run it."
Seattle Slewalso is expected
to campair in the fall and
possibly tangle with Forego,
the 7-year-old gelding who has
florse of the Year honors
the past three years. Two
'Belmont Park races, the Sept.
17 Woodward Handicap, P.,
miles, and the P4-mile
Marlboro Cup Handicap Oct
1, are possible races in whit",
the two horses,could tangle...
As for next year. Hill said .t
was undecided whether to run
Seattle Slew as al-year-old or
retire him to stud. "We'll
either have to commit him T
racing or to stud," he said
"All the breeders make Oar ,
in Septeniber and if we dor.'t
commit him then, we'd miss a
season."
The second largest crowd in
Belmont Park history, 70,229,
watched Jean Cruguet guide
Seattle Slew to a front-running
victory in- 2:293-5 for the 1 2
miles, longest of -the Triple
Crown races, over a muddy
track. Slew paid $2.80, $2.60
and $2.20.
Slew went to the lead at the
start, built a I's-length lead in
the backstretch, then took •
command at the top of the
stretch. Run Dusty Run
finished second,' four lengths
bad', and Sanhedrin was
third, another two lengths
back, in the field of eight, all of
whOm carried 126 pounds.
.-
Your Ears Pierced FREE
With a purchase of piercing earrings
$ 7 99
Fill Prvaession0 Plen.va ok,I. yew .60 we*
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McBRIDE INTERIORS INTRODUCES FINE WROUGHT IRON FURNITURE BY
1.904—Sibuo
. AND A SPECIAL INTRODUCTROY OFFER
25% SAVINGS
This special offer applies to all the groups
just received in a carload shipment! It's
Rur way of saying Lyon-Shaw is special
and so are you.
Windflower : Turn-of-the Century charm
QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP
The Lyon-Shaw method of applying
zinc and primer undercoating plus
the top coatings of finish enamel
provide effective application of
rust inhibitors and beautiful
coating for protection and ap-
pearance.
ALL OUR LYON-SHAW FURNITURE IS REDUCED 25% AS FOLLOWS:
Reg
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0.1 Arm chair  55••
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TOURNAMENT WINNER-Al Geiberger, who fired a record-setting 59 on the way to winning the
Danny Thomas Memphis Classic this weekend, swaps his putter for his driver after saving par on
the dogleg 13th in Sunday's action.
Royals Hit By Thief,
Bosox Sweep Rangers
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer - --
The Kansas City. Royals had
everything but their bats
stolen from their County
Stadium clubhouse early
Sunday morning, But it was
their bats that were most
evidently missing from , the
Royals' attack. in. their game_
with the Brewers.
A thief- or thieves - broke
into the Royals' locker room
at the Milwaukee ballpark and
absconded with 53 Kansas City
uniforms, 20 gloves, 10 pairs of
baseball shoes and 15 warmup -
jackets. All but seven of the
Royals were forced to wear
the Brewers' blue road
uniforms.
To add insult to the mess,
Milwaukee's Jerry Augustine
shut out the Royals With- a
seven-hitter, 4-0.
"I did have a couple of tough
situations," said Augustine,
who evened his record at 7-7.
"All I wanted to do was keep
the ball down and make tough
pitches on them, try to make
them hit it on the ground so
there was a chance for double
plays."
Elsewhere in the American
League, the Boston Red Sox
swept a doubleheader from
Texas 3-2 and 2-0 to move
within one-half game of first-
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscrisars who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger
Times by 5,30 p.m. Monday -
Friday or by 3,30 p.m. on Satur-
days are urged to call 753-1916
between 5,30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday-Friday, Of 3:30 p.m.
and 4 p.m. Saturdays, to insure
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
must be placed by 6 p.m. wash-
days or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
guarantee delivery.
place New York in the AL
East as the' Yankees -.were
beaten 6-1 by Minnesota;
Chicago topped Baltimore 6-4
in a sloppy -11-inning affair;
Oakland defeated Detroit 7-1
as Vida Blue broke a personal
five-game losing streak;
Seattle beat Toronto 5-2 and
California battered Cleveland
11-4 to give Nolan Ryan his
ninth victory of the season.
Red Sox 3-2, Rangers 2-0
Complete game pitching by
Reggie Cleveland in the first
game and Luis Tiant in the
nightcap led Boston to its
sweep. Cleveland threw a
seven-hitter in the opener and
Boston won the game on Fred
Lynn's sacrifice fly in the
bottom of the ninth inning.
Luis Tiant hurled a three-
hitter and struck out eight
without walking anyone in the
second game.




streak with a five-hitter.
ThormOdsgard, 4-3, had a no-
hitter through 51-3 innings. He
was helped by two-run homers
off the bats of Rod Carew and
Larry Hisle.
Minnesota Manager Gere
Mauch is impressed by the
rookie's showing thus far this
season.
White Sox 6, Orioles 4
11 innings
The White Sox made the
most of the opportunities
handed to them by Baltimore.
Each team committed three
errors, but Baltimore made
two in the 11th that were
decisive.
A's 7, Tigers 1
Blue, 4-7, pitched a four-
hitter for his first victory since
May 9.
"I'll take anything the way
I've been going the last few
weeks," admitted the ace left-
hander.- "As long as-we was,
it'a all right with me.
Mariners, Blue Jays 2 ,
Seattle beat its fellow
expansionists for the first time
behind Dick Pole's route-
going six-hitter. Pole, 3-2, was
helped by JOse Baez' first
homer of-the season and a pair
of run-scoring singles by
Ruppert Jones.
Angels 11, Indians 4
Joe Rudi slammed two
home runs, drove in five runs
and scored three as the Angels -
topped Cleveland. Ryan, 9-5,
left in the seventh inning after
striking out 10 Indians, the
sixth consecutive game in
which he has struck out at
least 10 batters.
"I won't even think about
the strikeout record until we
get to September," Ryan said
of his chances of breaking his.
single season strikeout mark
of 383, set in 1973.
Free for the. Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE




A new Piper Ag. Aircraft to meet all the far-
mers needs this spring, surruner and fall.
Aerial application of herbicides, insecticides,
dry and liquid fertilizer, and seeding of all types.
For information contact Greg Moyers:
Murray Airport'





Murreay Legion Has 14 Errors
In Losing Two At Russellville
In a doubleheader, Team A
has a total of fl hits while
Team B has a total of 11 hits
and in each game, Team A has
more hits.
So you would think that
Team A would at least win one
game. But that wasn't the
case at Russellville Sunday
afternoon. The hosts were
Team B, they did not make 'an
error in the doubleheader.
Team A was the Murray
American Legion. They made
a total of 14 errors. And as you
might have guessed, in case
you didn't notice the headline,
Team ft won a doubleheader.
In the first contest, Murray
outhit Russellville 13-4. The
only problem was Murray had
nine errors, as a result,
Russellville won 9-7
The second game found
Murray cutting down on their
errors, they made five.
However, Murray had nine
hits while Russellville in-
creased their hit total to seven
and of course, Murray lost 11-
Paul Robertson gave up just
four hits in the first game but
i%ith nine errors behind him,
Robertson could have
probably pitched no-hit ball
and lost.
Two of the runs off
Robertson were earned. He
fanned six and walked four.
Murray took a 1-0 lead in the
first 4hen after Robertson got
beaned by a pitch, Tommy
vis doubled for an RBI.
In the fourth. Russellville
Slew's Win Early Gift
For Taylor's Birthday
NEW YORK (AP) . - An
organization powered by
horsesense, a mountain of
faith and emotion stood behind
Seattle Slew, the wondercolt
that brought home the
sweetest of horseracing
victories - the Triple Crown
- to Karen and Mickey Taylor
and their -friends and
partners, Jim and Sally Hill.
Mickey Taylor watched his
horse but pragmatifally
r glanced away to note thAtne
it was taking Seattle Slew to
win the Belmont Stakes on
Saturday. - - -
Behind him Karen Taylor,
and to his side", Jim Ain, stood
transfixed with, binoculars,
scarcely breathing as Slew
vanquished nine challengers..
Nearby, Sally Hill led the
Cheers.
Both-women wore the yellow
dresses they'd Worn to all
eight of Sleiv's previous eight
triumphs, along with their
lucky black hats * and
handbags and diamond
studded horseshoe pendants.
-Each sat behind her own
husband in the same
alignment that had produced
so much happiness before.
When the horse pulled
around the corner to the
homestretch, victory
seemingly assured, Karen
looked. to Mickey as though
she might weep and nearly fell
into his arms for the kiss that
meant that it had all been
worthwhile - the two years in
Tyson Snaps Out Of His
Slump, Cards Win Again
By.PAUL LeBAR
Af Sports Writer
ST: LOUIS t AP4 - Now that Mike Tyson's eliminated his
"hump" at home plate, he's hoping to make other barriers at
bat vanish too.
The St. Louis second baseman snapped out of a slump with
three hits Sunday and afterward thanked Cardinals Manager
Vern Rapp for needed tips.
_ ."Vern and I had a conversation Friday before the game."
said Tyson, who drove home three runs with two doubles and
also singled during a 5-2 Cards triumph over the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
"He said that I really.looked like I was pressing...it looked
like I was trying too many things. Basically, it's not much of
anything other than I try to keep my rear end from going
out."
Tyson's offensive spree, beginning with a single 'in the
second inning, included a double across the third base ba in
the fourth that manufactured a 1-1 tie:
Two innings later, after Mike Anderson's *singled added
another run, he chased loser left-hander Tommy John, 6-4,
with his second double, good for two runs and a 4-1 St. Louis
lead. ,
"I think it came about because I wasn't swinging the bat
well," conjectured Tyson of the hump at the back Side of his
stance, accounting for his skid to a .207 average. .
"I tried too many things. I'd lost all concept of the
rhechanics at home plate," he said. "Hitting isn't that easy.
You look at guys leading the league and they go out seven of
10 times."
St. Louis right-hander Eric Rasmussen, 5-7, supported by
Tyson's bat, checked the Dodgers on five hits and permitted
only a first-inning run until Steve Garvey homered in the
seventh.
• Hector Cruz answered that blast with a solo homer in the
bottom of the inning off Elias Sosa, however, and Rasmussen
later worked around pinch-hitter Ed Goodson's double and
Bill Russell's single, his third of the game, in the eighth.
Said Rasmussen, who Finished with a 10-hitter for his
second complete game in five days, "I feel I've pitched well
all along. I hadn't been getting too many leads. Garve) hit
the home run and Hector came right back. It felt good."
Los Angeles' loss, the club's 10th in 15 game, shaved the
Dodgers' lead over the Cincinnati Reds to 7L2 games in the
National League West. and left Managir Tom Lasorda
anxious to return home following a 2-5 trip.
"You know he's a good hitter," seal Lasorda of Dod&ri
run-producing leader Ron Cey, who went 1-for-19 durine the
four-game series and dipped to a .288 average. '-'There's
nothing you can do about it. You just hope to God it turns
around." so
the of a magnificent
horse, 
:Oh, I love -you! Oh, Slew!"
Karen murmured reverently
as. othe heavily sweating
animal nosed up to her in the
stinner's circle, the only place
he's ever .gone immedately
after a race.
Sally Hill patted the
undefeated colt's' nose then
jumped iii the air -with a
"Yaho0" as he was led away.
"Mickey Taylor said this
was going to be his easiest
race. And he was.right;said
Billy Turner. 'Seattle Slew's
trainer.
"But, he hasn't been around
that long and he's not
,supposed to khow it all,"
continued Turner in some
wonderment:
Indeed, the Taylors are
babes in the wonderland of
hurseracing.
Karen Taylor, the 32-year-
old ex-stewardess, would say
she and Mickey have been
lucky - a word she uses a lot.
But she'd say, too, that she did
an awfully smart thing by
chasing Mickey for seven
years before he decided to
marry her. It's Mickey, she
says, who has that terrific
knack for finding the "right"
people to teach them what
they want to know.
Karen is the front woman in
the Slew organization, the
poised but excitable public
relations woman. Mickey, the
logging executive from White
Swan, Wash., is the
businessman, the man in
charge of ways and means.
Hill is the veterinarian, the
one who zeroed in on Slew at a
sale two years ago where the
then awkward son of Bold
Reasoning went for a paltry
817,500. Sally Hill is the,
marketing expert and
cheerleader. She'll be the one
to make sure the Seattle Slew
name remains a good one as
the family organization shifts
into a new phase of speaking
engagements. endorsements
and T-shirt sales. •
Mickey Taylor turns 32
today. Karen Taylor, asked
last week what she would be
doing for his birthda). said.
"Nothing. I hope Slew's going
to do it all."
Happy Bjrthday, Mickey.
Four Local Golfers
, Qualify For State
Four golfers from Murray
have qualified for the Ken-
tucky State Amateur Golf
Tournament. - -
The four, Gary ,Sullivan,
Kevin D'Angido, Wally Young
and Lynn Sullivan, qualified
this past ,weekend at. the
Paxton Park golf course in
Paducah.
The, top 11 golfers at
Padudah qualified to move on
to OVJetiaboro.
Russ Cochran of Paducah
shot a 73 on Saturday then
came back with a blistering
seven-under par 64 on Sunday
to lead the qualifiers.
Gary Sullivan was the top
qualifier from the -Murray
area as he carded a 145 on'
rounds of 72 a
D'Angelg had 74 
total as did- WaTf
73. Kevin
5 for a 149
.Young who
Thad rounds of 7544.
Lynn' Sullivan qualified for
the junior division-in the state
amateur play He shot a 163 on
-rounds of 8043 •
used a walk then after two
were out, took advantage of
three Murray errors to go-An
front 2-1t
RussOville. dded three
more runs in the fifth, again
after two were out. And again.
Standings
By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
N York 34 25 .576
Boston 32 24 .571 1-2
Balt 31 26 .544 2
Milwkee 29 31 .483 51,2
Cleve 24 28 .462 61-2
Detroit 24 31 .436 8
Toronto 23 32 .418 9
West
Minn 34 24 :586 -
Chicago 31 25 .554 2
Calif 28 27 .509 412
Texas 26 27 .491 5I-z
K.C. 27 29 .48; 6
Oakland 27 29 .482 6
Seattle 25 37 .403 11
Sunday's Results
Boston 3-2, Texas 2-0 .
Chicago 6, Baltimore 4, 11 in-
nings
Minnesota 6, New York& _
Milwaukee 4, Kansas City 0
California 11, Cleveland 4
Seattle 5, Toronto 2
Oakland 7, Detroit I -
Monday's Games
Texas ( Blyleven 5-71 at
Cleveland Eckersley 6-41,1 n)
Chicago (Barrios 5-3) at Bos-•
ton (Jenkins 5-S), In)
( Splittorff1-41 at
New York I Tolfez 7-41, In)
Only games scheduled
.Tuesday's Games
Texas at Cleveland, In) -- --
Milwaukee at Baltimore,.r n)
Chicago at Boston, In)
Toronto at Detroit,In) 
Kansas City at New York,
In)
California at Minnesota, (n)
Oakland at Seattle,in) 
National League
East •
W L Pct. GB
Chicago 36 19 .655 -
Pitts 32 22 .593 .,_
S Louis- 33 24 .579 4
Phila 31 25 .554 51-2
Montreal 24 • 31 .436 12
N York 24 33 .421 13 '
West _
I,os Ang 38 21 .644
Cmci 29 27 .518 7'2
S Diego 27 36 .429 13
S Fran 25 34 .424 13
Houston .24 35 .407 14
Atlanta 22 38 .367 16'2
Sunday's Results
Pittsburgh 6-7, San Diego 1-4
Cincinnati 7-14, Montrea16-8
Chicago 6, San Francisco 5
St. Louis 5, Los Angeles 2
Atlanta 5, Philadelphia 3
New York 3, Houston 1
Monday's Games
New York 1 Koosman 4 at
Atlanta P. Niekro 4-8), n )
Philadelphia Carlton 8-31 at
Cincinnati (Hume 0-2), In)
_ Montreal ( Warthen 2-3.)1 at
Houston I Lemongello1-9 I,.i n
Only-games-scheduled
Tuesday's Games
New York at Atlanta, t no
Philadelphia at Cincinnati,
ni-
54ontreal at Houston. n
Chicago at San Diego, n )
St. Louis at San .Francisco,
n i
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles,
there were three errors, in the
frame.
The hosts made it 9-1 in the
sixth with four More on two
hits, a walk and two errors.
Murray almost-Managed to
pull the game out m the top of -
the seventh.
Kenneth McCuiston and
Danny Rogers both singled
then Keith Edwards grounded
into a ,forceout at third,
leaving men on at first and
second.
tarry Watkins-, Kim Sims
and Tommy Chavis all
followed with RBI singles
before Mickey McCuiston
singled to load the bases.
Jeff Oakley made it 9-6 with.
a two-run double before
Kenneth McCuiston singled
for another RBI and his
second hit of the inning to
score the final Murray run of
the game.
In the second game.
Russellville scored seven
times in the fourth inning and
turned a 4-2 game into a rout.
Murray took a 1-0 lead in the
first as Jeff Oakley singled for
a two-out RBI then
Russellville countered with
two in their half of the first to
take the lead.
Murray tied the game with a
single run in the second as
Darwin Bumphis tripled and
scored on a single by Siins.
But in the last of the third,
Russellville stored-two More
runs and went up 4-2 before
wrapping up the win, with
seven in the fourth.
• 'Sims Went three-and one-
third innings and was Charged
with all 11 runs. Believe it or
not, ontY-one of-the-runs-was
earned.
Sims gave up five hits and
struck out five.
Tommy Chavis hurled the
final two and two-thirds in-
nings and pitched shutout ball.
He struck out one:
Sims and Oakley both had
perfect games at the plate by
going three-for-three.
• Murray, playing without
starters Bill Wilson, Alan
Gibbs, Bob Thurman, Dean
Cherry and Brad Taylor, will
host Fort Campbell Tuesday.
Those five players will be
attending baseball camp for
two %%eeks. In addition,
starpng pitcher Joe Graves
has mononucleosis and will be
out for another month.
The team has been left quite
short-handed and if anyone
would be interested in getting
a tryout for the team, they
should contact Coach Randy
Oliver.
Tuesday's contest with Fort
Campbell will begin at 7 p.in.
There is no admission to the
game. .
On Thursday'', Murray will
play at Union City in a twinbill
before playing a single game






























,Strosis  3 .. 1 1
Robertaon-ss 4 0 1
Chavis-rf, p 3 0 0
M. Itilcuuston-c 4 0 0
Oakley-lb 3 1 3
K. itccuutand ... 2 0 I
Rogers-2b  ' 2 0 0
E4wards-35 1 0 0
Watkins-rf 1 0 1
Bumphas-lf 3 1 I
TotaLe 26 3 9
Murray 110 001 0 3-9-5
Irvine 202 700 s 11-74
Remember Dad
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FREE SUMMER STORAGE! 
YOU PAY ONLY OUR
LOW CLEANING PRICE.
If you own your own home,
you can own your own doctor.
I You nuts he sitting on a nest egg you' may have overlooked -the equit ou'se
(built up in sour honie_. A ('III Flonici,wner Loan based on that equity can help )ou
pas 1, ,r c,41ege medical schovl. a big wedding. a new car. You can afford to think
tie s plan ahead. And then plan on seeing us.
CjT Everyday loans for
1v=gt everyday living.
Sonthside Shopping Ctr. Tel. 7534702
‘n I 41.5..11 )irp. Fl gnu,. (
r Alai 0 SAS MUKKA 1, ity., itatielt & lIMP, mousey, lien is, It/
ARM EttiElitS, RECAST
Advises Dairymen To
Keep Cows Out Of Ponds
Mari-inade ponds are a good
:inswer to the dairy farmer's
problem of needing more
water than is available from
wells and springs — -if ponds
are managed right, says
Gordon Hess, UK extension.
dairy specialist.
Ile points out that a large
dependable supply of clean,
cool water is necessary for top
milk production. During the
hot summer months in Ken-
tucky, a cow in full production
will drink 30 gallons of water
or more per day_ In addition, a
clean supply of water is
led for washing udders,
flushingout the milking parlor
and cleaning equipment.
Wells and springs are the
hest source of water but don't
supply the large volume
needed an some. dairy farms.
Hess says that ponds are a
good supplemental source but
only if constructed and
managed so they won't
become contaminated with
surface water and manure
runoff. This plus periodic
maintenance will control
algae growth which is another
potential problem.
"Keep cows out of ponds,"
Hess advises dairy farmers.
"If this isn't done, serious
herd health problems can be
expected, including costly
digestive upsets, coliform
inastitis outbreaks and sore,
infected feet." Disease and
infection spread easily and
rapidly when cows stand in the
water they drink.
If the pond is closeenough to
a source of electric power,
Hess recommends pumping
water from the pond and
supplying it to cows in a float-
controlled waterer or tank.
Water will be cleaner and
cooler if a floating holder is
installed to the pump pipe to
keep the intake valve 'Ziff the
bottom and two to four feet
below the surface. A siphon
system is recommended if a
pump isn't practical.
In unusual situations where
pumping or siphoning is
impossible, the pond should be
fenced off except for a small
area from which cows can
drink without standing in
water. "This isn't desirable,
but it beats shorting cows on
water or letting them stand in
the pond," says Hess.
Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloacl1n9 facilities
ouyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404






305 N. iltit St.
Norm., Ky. 7534601
It's more than the break of a new day. It
brings the promise of new prosperity. For
there's a new awareness of America's agri-
culture, and it's high time. It. you're a farmer
or a rancher, look to your Pioduction Credit
man for financial fuel. Providing credit ser-
vices for a rising
farm enterprise is his
business.
Vt. The g,) ahead people
Joe Kelly of Paducah installing a tile drainage system on the Buren Poyner farm.
Tile Drainage Can
Improve Cropland
Sub-surface drainage or tile
drainage is, efficient and
dependable. What's more, it's
an investment that will
greatly improve crop yields
and allows earlier planting,
assuring a longer growing
season. These were some of
the reasons why Buren Poyner
of Midway decided to install a
tile drainage system in one of
his fields.
-One of my fields:along-the
Middle Fork of Clarks River
had a five or six acre area that
was always too wet to crop,"
Poyner stated, -I requested
assistance from the Soil
Conservation Service and a
tile drainage system was
suggested to solve the
problem."
The wetness of the area was
due t a high water table;
therefore, the subsoil was too
wet for cultivation or for crops
to grow. ,
-You bet it was wet,"
Poyner added, the tile was
installed May-124th and the
tiling machine even got stuck
but now I have already
planted the field in soybeans."




prices of land and grain crops,
the cost for tiling can be
recovered in two or three
years."
More than twelve miles of
tile have been installed in
Calloway County during the
last year.
Corn Silage Is Key To
Forage Production Program
Corn silage is the key to-an
intensified forage production
program tailored for the
Kentucky cattleman who
wants to increase herd size
without devoting more acres
to his beef enterprise.
The potential on the
hillsides of eastern Kentucky,
for example, is enough hay
and silage to carry 1.3 animal
units per acre per year," says
Mason Morrison, UK ex-
tension livestock specialist.
This is nearly three times
our previous long-range goal
of two acres per cow."
He bases this on a study
conducted over a five-year
period 1971-1975) at the UK
Robinson Substation,
Quicksand, Ky. A hillside with
slope ranging from 12 to 20 per
cent produced an average
annual yield of 5.7 tons of dry
rpatter per acre. A 1,000-pound
beef. cow one animal unit)




for the study by UK extension
agronomist Ken Wells, con-
sists of sod-planted corn
followed by barley and red
clover in a three-year crop
rotation. Corn is harvested as
silage. Barley is seeded in the
fall after corn harvest ,and red
clover is seeded the following
February. Barley is harvested
as silage in May. Red clover is
cut for hay two seasons before
the land is returned to sod-
planted corn.
•'No silo is needed," says
Morrison. "In the .study,
silage was stored in an
aboveground- stack covered
with black plastic, and there
was no spoilage when the
,stack was opened in
December or. January."
Here are his recom-
Besuden Named To
Farm Bureau Award
LOUISVILLE — H. Carlisle
Besuden III, farm editor of the
t.exington Herald, has been
selected as the 1977 recipient
of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau's corpmunications
award to a writer.
The award, consisting of an
engraved plaque and $200, has
been presented annually since
1959 to a writer whChas made
an outstanding contribution
toward improvement of farm-
city relations in Kentucky.
The 1977 winner's plaque was
presented at a Kentucky
Farm Bureau press seminar
in Bowling Green Thursday
June 9).
Besuden. 43, a native of
Winchester, is in his eighth
year as farm editor for the
Lexington paper. He also owns
and operates farms in Clark
and Bath counties totaling
over 200 acres.
He is a 1952 graduate of
Clark County High School and
-he studied agriculture at the 
Univers'.ty of Kentucky.
Tobacco and livestock are
the. primary subjects for




these commodities. But along
with detailed farm market
reports and production data,
he blends a healthy rhixture of
consumer oriented food and
market information.
"Carlisle Besuden doesn't
subscribe to the idea that farm
news reporting has to be dull,"
John !Coon, Kentucky Farm
Bureau executive secretary,
said of this year's winner. ''He
can put the most complicated
market statistics for farm
program information into
language clear to farmer and
non-farmer alike.
"Carlisle is a credit to the
Lexington Herald-Leader and
he 'provides a tremendously
valuable service to Central
Kentucky farmers. He is in
every sense an agricultural
communications specialist,
and we in Kentucky Farm
Bureau are extremely pleased
to be able to recognize his
abilities and ac-
complishments."
For Besuden, this marks the
second time he has received
the Farm Bureau writers
award. Besides his first
selection in 1971, he has also
been cecognized as farm
columnist of the year by tht,
Associated Press, and-'as
agricultural communicator of
the year by the Kentucky
Association of Conservation
Districts.
He is a regional vic e
president of the Nationai
Farm Editors Association.
Besuden and his wife, Bette,
currently make their home iit
R. 2 Winchester. The couple
has a son, Henry IV, 20, and
daughter, Julia Anne, ̀.7.
111_0aboos: Select a firm
sell-drained site, dump the
silage, spread and pack
continuously between loads.
Cover the stack with 6-mil
black plastic, sealing it in a
trench dug around the edge.
Add about 3 inches of sawdust,
old hay, soil or limestone to
keep out rodents and to
prevent thawing and freezing
Which causes spoilage at the
top.
In the study, only about two-
thirds of the silage was fed in
1973. The stack was resealed
in April and opened again in
September. Only spoilage was
about 4 inches on the face of
the stack where it had been
resealed, according to
MOrrison. Spoilage rvas
removed before the new-crop
silage was stacked.
"Although you could see the
line between old and new
silage, there was no apparent
difference in feed quality,"
says Morrison.
Proper stage for harnsting
corn silage is when ears are
full-dent, containing 32 to 38
per cent dry matter, adds
Morrison. the material should




A fungus disease of
soybeans, called brown spot,
is beginning to appear in
western Kentucky, and
soybean growers in the rest of
the state can expect to see
signs of the disease in their
fields when plants emerge.
"Brown spot is widespread
nearly every year," says
Richard Stuckey, UK plant
pathologist. "In some years,
the disease causes extensive
defoliation."
Leaves of infected soybean
plants have irregular dark-
brown spots, which vary from
tiny specks to areas one-sixth
inch in diameter. These spots
-appear on the upper and lower
surfaces of the leaves. If the
disease is severe enough,
soybean leaves turn yellow
and drop. Later in the growing
season, diseased leaves are
rusty brown and drop
prematurely.
"A fungicide, Be,nlate 50WP,
is registered by EPA for use
as a foliar spray on soybeans
to control brown spot and
some other fungal diseases of
the crop," says Stuckey. "But
we do not know whether or not
spraying will pay."
Tests were conducted on




of Benlate 50WP were _made
on Cutler 71 soybeans July 30
and August 12. Sprayed plots
yielded 46.5 bushels per acre
while untreated plots yielded
43.2.
Nine different fungicides
were included in the UK tests,
but only Benlate 50WP is
registered for this use. The
others are experimental
products that are not
registered and cannot be used
by farmers at this time.
-The UK tests were only on
one variety for one year at one
location in the state," reminds
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
Save money at home by
storing fresh vegetables with
care. The length of time raw
vegetables are stored, storage
temperature and humidity,
affects nutrient amounts.
Leafy vegetables such as kale,
spinach, broccoli and salad
greens need prompt refrigera-
tion in the vegetable crisper
or in moisture-proof bags.
Cabbage, a more stable source
of vitamin C than most leafy
vegetables, should npt be
allowed to thy out. It should
be wrapped or put in the




Get in on the $400 .-ebate on Case low-
profile tractors Case will send you a -$400
check for buying your new Case tractor —
any model from 43 to 80 PTO ,
horsepower -- between now and June
30th or, if you preferlhe V400 may bo
applied toward your dowripayment
That s a good deal — and a good deal
rntSre from your participating Case
$400.00 — that ain't hay!
Stuckey. "We don't consider
this enough research evidence
to say whether or not disease-
infected soybean fields should
be sprayed."
However, for soybean
growers who see enough
disease in their fields that they
want to try spraying with the
fungicide, Stuckey offers
these recommendations:
Apply one-half pound of
Benlate 50WP per acre in
enough water to obtain
thorough coverage of the
plants. Spray when soybeans
are in late-bloom to early pod
set. Follow 14 days later with a
second application.
Before using the fungicide,
read and carefully observe the
cautionary statements and
other information on the
product label. Do not apply
within 35 days of harvest. Do
not grave or feed treated
soybean plants or hay to
livestock.
Stuckey lists the following
conditions that improve the
chances; for spraying to in-
crease yields: fields with a
high-yield potential of 35




relatively free of weeds, and
when there was a disease
problem on soybeans grown
the previous year.
"Farmers who grow
soybeans for use as seed are in
a special situation," says
Stuckey. "Even 'Without
assurance of getting an in-
crease in yield, they may
decide to apply the fungicide
















How much can I contribute to
my IRA?
Federal law allows a maximum annual con-
tribution of $1,500 or 15% of wages, whichever is
less. Of course, smaller amounts can be con-
tributed each year.
What happens if I contribute
too much in any year?
If you contribute more than the maximum
allowable in any year, a 6% tax will be imposed
on the excess contribution. The tax will continue
to be imposed until you "undercontribute" in a
later year.
Are my contributions tax
deductible?
For Federal income tax purposes, con-
tributions to an IRA are fully deductible from
gross income up to the maximum allowed by
law. You can deduct your contribution even
though you don't itemize deductions.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you,
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14 Female for waste
sheep 9 Be sorry to,. 15 Acquiesce 10 ReverenceI 7 Is Contiguous I 1 Footlike part
19 Tart 16 Vast age20 Measuring 18 soya,
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Old Concord Rood-hlurroy, Ky.






calf sales are getting bigger
and better, says Everette
Ma'ckcy, UK extension
IT ta rketing specialist.
His report covering spring
sales held during March and
April. shows that a record of
19,261 head of feeder calves
were sold in 16 sales at 13
locations in the state for an
average price of $37.52 per
hundredweight. Average
number per sale was 1,237, up
300 from 1976. Size of sale lot
was an all-time high for spring
sales, averaging 10.7 head in
1977 compared with 9.2 in 1976.
"Bigger sales mean more
competitive buyers and a
stronger market for calf
producers," says Mackey. He
explains that larger.- offerings
attract more farmer-buyers
who don't have to make up a
truck load, this is especially
important in selling small
calves that generally are in
small lots. Order buyers and
feedlot operators tend to stay
away from a sale unless it is
big enough to give them a good
chance to get a 42,000-pound
load or two.
Average size of sale lot
affects price because most
buyers will pay more for
larger 'lotso1 sunharos-casives•_ _
says Mackey. The reason is
thatitlakes a buyer IP.tc.timo 
and costs him less to fill his
needs from larger lots..
Mackey adds,4 "Whatever
causes a calf to sell in a small
lot — whether it is the market -
location, breed, grade, weight
or time — will result in a
discount in price for the calf."
Quality pays at the graded
markets. Top quality calves
sell for $1 to 12 more per
hundredweight than grade-
two calves and grade-two
calves fell about ;3 higher
than grade-three calves, says
Mackey. He points out that the
price differential for weight is
nearly back to normal, with
small calves bringing the
highest prices. Big fleshy
heifers are an exception
UK To Host
 Conference
"Dry weather in many parts
or Kentucky stressed newly
set tobacco plants and is





inspect their fields and be
prepared to apply an in-
secticide to avoid a major
resetting chore."
The entomologist has ob-
served numerous tobacco
fields that are being damaged
by cutworms. In some fields,
as many as 60 per cent of the
plants are cut.
The species doing the most
damage to tobacco tran-
splants is the black cutworm,
says Gregory. It is a greasy-
gray to brownish-gray worm
without any distinct
markings. The worms do their
damage at night, cutting
recklessly through the field
without pausing to feed ex-
tensively on any one plant.
Since they hide under clods
during the daytime, growers
should dig shallowly with a
pocket knife to uncover the
pests.
To control cutworms in
tobacco, Gregory recom-
mends using either Sevin 5 per
‘`cent bait or Dylox 5 per cent
'bait at the rate of 20 pounds of





."Cutworms often infest only
small isolated areas of the
field and the grower may get
by with spot-treating," says
Gregory. "However, treating
the entire field probably is
necessary if worm activity is
general and you find freshly
cut plants and worms ranging
in size from small to one and a
half or two inches long." .
In UK experiments, several
other insecticides have ef-
fectively controlled cutworms
when applied as sprays
directed over the row. They
include Orthene Tobacco
Insect Spray at the rate of 1
pound per acre, Dylox 80 per
cent SP at 20 ounces per acre,
Lannate-Nudrin 90 per cent
WS at one-half pound per acre,
and Lannate-Nudrin 24 per









Here's-a' turbocharged tractor that s just the right size for handling
the major work load in average-size farming operations It s also ideal
1for the smaller operatorwho plans to rent or buy more land The 1086
includes all the easy- andling characteristics designed into every
Series 86 model Mid-mount design, a control center that's unexcelled
for comfort and vis bility. with controls that are unmatched for con-
venience A field test will prove its worth
Quick facts 130 PTO hp. 6-cylinder turbocharged diesel. 414 cu in
displacement Speeds 16F 8R with Torque Amplifier 540 and 1000





Hwy. 94E Phone 153-2215
The Entomology Depari-
ment of the University of
Kentucky's College of
Agriculture will host the 21st
alibual Livestock Insect
Workers •Conference, a
meeting of entomologists from
throughout the United States.
Europe and Canada.
This year's conference will
be' held June 10-23 at the neW
Hyatt-Regency Hotel in
downtown Lexington.
These_ meetings have helped
coordinate the nation's
research efforts in controlling
livestock pests, according to
Chris Christensen and Fred
Knapp, co-chairmen and UK
entomologists. As a result.
livestock producers have been
able to get safe, effective new
tools to control insect
problems sooner than if
researchers • tackled the
problems strictly on an in-
dividual basis. •
A practical systemic in-
secticide for controlling cattle
grubs, for example, was
available to _cattle producers
five years sooner than it would
have been without the coor-
dinated research effort, say
Christensen and Knapp. The
conference helps ensure that
research has -a practical
application and that in-
formation generated will be of
Value to livestock producers
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Aviculture
To roast meat with little
fat covering, roast in a slow
oven, 300-325°F. Use a cook-
ing theiniometer if available
and insert into center of
thickest muscle. Don't touch
bone or fat.
For rare beef, cook to
140°F, 160°F for medium, or
allow a5.35 minutes per.
pound. w
,
bv), there has been an
urillually strong slaughter
demand for these cattle.
Calves with uniform known
breed characteristics com-
mand a higher price than
thase ith markings un-
familiar to buyers, says
Nlackev tie points out that
Situ e 1974. buyers at Kentucky
graded sales have shown a
preference for Angus-
Hereford crosses which arc
black white-face calves. Next
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t our Direct Hot-line to Farm Machinery At It's Best.
Just Another Service From Tommy's Equip.
Dial Toll Free 753-5299
- . ._ ___ ____ _ ,
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!!
TOMMY'S
EQUIPMENT CO.




JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121-SEDALIA RD.-MAYFIELD
PHONE 247-6020-AFTER 5 PM PHONE 753-7452
OPEN FROM 7:30 AM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
-
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Sealed bids will be
received by the Bureau of
• Highways, at its office,
Frankfort, Kentucky un-
til 10:00 a. m. Eastern
Daylight Time on the 23. 
dayof JUNE, 1977, at
which time bids will be
publicly opened and read
for the improvement of:
CALLOWAY COUNTH,
SP 18-4134: Chestnut
Street in Murray. con-
struction of Pedestrian
Separation Structure
near 15th Street, a distan-
ce of 0.132 mile. Grade,
Drain and Cement Con-
crete Pavement.
The Bureau of High-
ways hereby notifies all
bidders that it will af-
firmatively insure that
the contract entered into _
pursuant to this ad-
vertisement, minority
business enterprises will
be afforded full op-
portunity to submit bids
in response to this in-
vitation, and will not be
discriminated against on
the ground of race, color
or national origin in con-
sideration for an award.
Bid Proposals for all
projects Will be available
until • 9:00 A. M.
EASTERN: DAYLIGHT
TIME, THURSDAY,
JUNE 23,• 1977, -at the.
Division of _ CODtraCt .
Procurement. Bid
Proposals for all projects
will be available at a cost











'all projects will be
available to all interested
parties at a cost of $2 each
(NON REFUNDABLE).
Specimen Proposals can-













on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 7 53-






ORDNANCE NUMBER 643, BEING AN OR-
DINANCE LEAVING GENERAL AD
VALOREM TAXES FOR THE GENERAL
FUND, TAXES FOR THE RETIREMENT OF
CITY OF MURRAY-VOTED HOSPITAL BON-
DS; TAXES TO FINANCE THE POLICE AND
FIREMEN'S FUND, ALL FOR THE YEAR OF
1977.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COMMON COUN-
CIL OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,
AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
SECTION I: For the year of 1977 there is hereby
levied, for general municipal purposes, a
general ad valorem tax of $0.36 on each and
every One Hundred Dollars' ($100.00) worth of
property, including franchises (assessed fair
cash value), located in the City of Murray,"Ken-
tucky.
SECTION II: For the year of 1977 there is hereby
levied, for general municipal purposes, a
general ad valorem tax of $0.19 on each One Hun-
dred Dollars' ($100.130) worth of bank shares
assessed fair cash value) issued by each and
every blank and trust company in the City of
Murray, Kentucky.
SECTION III: For the year of 1977 there is hereby
levied for the retirement of City of Murray voted
hospital bonds a tax of $0.02 per One Hundred
Dollars' ($100.00) taxable valuation on all
taxable' property within the City of Murray, Ken-
tucky. •
SECTION IV: For the year of 1977 there is hereby
levied for the financing of the Murray Police and
Firemen's Pension Fund a tax of $0.03 per One
Hundred Dollars' ($100.00) taxable valuation of
all taxable property within the City of Murray,
Kentucky.
ADOPTED ON FIRST READING ON THE 9th
DAY OF JUNE, 1977.
COMMON COUNCIL, CITY OF MURRAY, KY.
By John E. Scott, Mayor
ATTEST:














NW Control . 753-7588
Senior Citizens . 753-0919
Seedling  753-NEED











Help build your future with Pronto.
v..0 ,t,11.111); lilt 111.1.1k
%Olaf ONT1 11.1111.111, 111 tht (No billion
Pronto 'stritticis vs ill shon sot, his 55 th , illor I, nut i.
,,uld hi. ,on thc N.1s ti, building 1,..1111 11.11
A Pronto Moller franchise offers these adwantages, 'Full corn -
pans support 'Complete training program ' Pronto's super-
vision on location-site selection, grand opening and after 'Pre-
pared multi-media adsertising 'Total accromting sssterp. -
A minimum n Tsai. .4 $9'-oi is r,..picz,d Imam Inc
available ti Illthtlill1.11, all t‘.11 in., I sic -.I! -OW,




















When you see the woritmenship and quality in this nevi
home. Distinctive design with natural woods and
decorator bricks..archways_master bedroom suit' with
double bath and private patio-plus three othein




Loretta Jobs - 753-6079
Helen Spann - 753-8579




AA,............,....s ....:.... •,.......A„,•,„4,•,._ _are
requested to check the









AND NOTIFY US PROM-




















- JESUS CHRIST- own
words found in Mark
16:15,16. "And he said
unto them, Go ye into all
the world and preach the
gospel to every
creature. He that
believeth and is baptized
shall be saved; but he
that believeth not shall




HAVING A YARD Sale?
Pick-up - free signs,










pany with . Manufacturing
is currently expanding
nationwide network of
independent - FACTORY -
DIRECT distributors to
service retail .accounts


















or send Name, Address
and Telephone Number to.
WELCO. INC.
510 Plaza Wear


















rugs and pillows ot half
the price of pre-cut
yarn. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens. House of
Thousands * in Fox
Meadows, South 16th St.
Murray's Newest Yarn










Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX. 75231.
15 Articles For Sale
USED AIR conditioner.




rug. Call 753-0764 Ott
Tuesdays and Thur-
sdays, after 5 p.m.
MAID NEEDED, full ROUND TABLE, formica
time days. Lakeland top, leaves and 4 chairs.












for rent. Buy inventory
and lease space or
owner will close out,
inventory and lease
space. Call 7534660 or




Not all inst.,. Ance sales
positions are th, :aloe, this is
how it begins.
I. UM wog, via y16 ay& from ow
«mown ow Mgel MAI. 0"
ad..., sue
INS senaims so egba-Mm.
1. Tap Caarigago m• Cam*. • 64
mem gab imgh
T. bia is glogrgyl to Ibeft ex
poragged mod otozoortortcod pm*,
ad I. Mc -0.06 m Am a MI
provide 14 Mee NO4•1••••
0. Sam or laterom bakagogal ya
-011.4111
6 Mao Mgr 66gglits, mob m
$230,00111 re. MO. 111•40..1
PWspilelistei•o tree to pee MI mor
heal
If you are interested in a
sales career with unlimited
opportunity far both income
and advancement write or call
collect: Mr Lewis Clark,
Agency Manacer. American
Repubbc Insurance Company,
1725 Ashley Suite 105,
Bowling Grern Ky. 42101, 502-
781-7270 for appouitrnent Mon-
day thru Saturday, 9:00 a. rn.
to10:30 a in
14. Want To Buy
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy,. Call
753-5669
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold










bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free. parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance. . 





3 "reeks, 3 Melds per




















15. Articles For Sale
ANIF Riding Lawn
Mower, 7 h. p. Briggs St
Stratton motor. $100.00.
Call 1-354-6217. -
IF YOU think home fires
always happen to other





ONE CHEST of drawers.
Call 753-3578-
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 436-4263.
COMPLETE IN 'g
vinyl liner pools ,in-
stalled as low as
$5,500.00. Call collect for
more information 15021








sale Ali deluxe models
with 16 position- ther-
mostat and variable
speed fans 5 year
guarat. on units.
authorized local















kokiv f,,r sale. Call 753-





sizes, all densities. Cut
to your spees. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue 753-6767
BABY BED with mat-
tress, $20. Call 753-8361.
SHUTTERS - BLACK
plastic. Sizes 39 through
67 inches. Inquire at
Murray Lumber
Company, 104- Maple or
call 753-3161.
MILLIONS OF rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
finest. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
DIAMOND WEDDING
ring, used lawn mowers,
boat motors. Call 753-
7836.
OUTSIDE DOORS for
mobile home. One girls




range, gold, 2 years old.
Will sell for $110 or trade
for electric dryer of
same value. Call after 5'
p.m. 753-5206.
18 Sewing Machines
FIRE SALE used Singer
sewing machine, zig zag
and all regular at-
tachments. Fully
guaranteed, sews
perfect. Full cash price.
$29.50. Call Martha
Hopper, 354-8619 or
write Route 5, Benton,
Ky.
19 Farm Equipment
WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4801.
BALER TWINE, p,000 ft.
per bale. Premium
quality guaranteed.
$10.99 per bale. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
EIGHT ROW, no till:A. C.






1973 BOAT and 1974 20
h.p. Mercury motor and
trailer. $850. Call 437-
4331.
14 FT. RUNABOUT; 40
h.p. Evin rude motor and
trailer. $750. Call 753-
5918.
FAMILY SIZE 24' jet
and. trailer. Beep
used a proximately 3b
hours. Original cost




pistol Model 19. Four
inch barrel. $200 firm.
Call after 5 p.m. 753-
8439.
FIBERGLASS. army
landing boat, 16' long
and 5' wide, 18" sides.
Will haul 3700 lbs., flat





spars, head, icebox and
galley, sleeps 4. Baby
grand piano, needs some
repair. $550. Call 753-
8756.
HOUSEBOAT 33' River
Queen. Sleeps , 6.
Economical, 50 h. p.
Mercury outboard. Slip
Kefilake Marina. Asking
$5,000. Must sell. Call
753-8056.
FIVE H.P. SEARS out-




























made any size for an:
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.










SIBLE person to take up
small monthly payment
on 19" color TV. Under
warranty. J and B
Music-Magnavox, 753-
7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales





mobile home on block
foundation. Three
bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air.
Restricted N Sub-
division. Call 436-2473.
12 x SO VICEROY, 2
bedroom, all electric,
underpinning and
carport. $3800. Call 753-
4446 or 753-4074.
1975 12 x 50 2 bedrooms,
partially furnished with
alt. Washer and dryer.
Like new. See at Riviera
Cts., 753-3280 between 8
and 5.
12 x 60 HOLLYPARK
trailer on nice shady lot.
Two bedroom, central
heat and air, dish-
washer, garbage
disposal, carpet and
intercom. 12 x 14 storage
building. Well located on
121 North. Call 753-7304.
1971 SHILOH mobile
home. 12 x 40. See or call
JerrY Turner at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet.
27 Mobile Home Sales
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.







desires small house in
country. Within eight
. miles of Murray. Call
435-4177.




mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31. Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT
houseboat, July 1-4. To
accommodate 6. Call
753-3683 or 753-8301.
FAMILY WANTS to rent
2 or 3-bedroom home in
country. Willing to do
repairs if necessary.
Call 7534859-
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-
_ MENT, 1 bedroom,
living room,' bath, kit-
chen. Close to campus.
Call_75.14742after_5
NEWLY DECORATED 3









Private patio. Call 753-
7550.







33 Rooms For Rent
BOYS - PRIVATE
rooms for summer
school central air with ,









36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
38 Pets Supplies
RED IRISH Setter pups.
Seven weeks old. Shots
and wormed. Call 753-
8861.
AKC SEVEN month old
femali Doberman,






HENS FOR SALE. Call
436-2241.
43. Real Estate
FINE, WELL buht brick
home on Sycamore at
7th.. Thisifouf bedroom
home is on a huge lot (75,
x435). This home has a
full basement, porck
two car brick garage. To:
-see this reasonably.,
priced property call -
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,












Thursday, June 16 10:00 A.M.
At the Webster Henson home. Leave Highway 94
East alaciat (2) miles from Murray, Ky. travel High-
way 28D to group of moil boxes at mile post 8 turn
it lign-
.Nick Schaefer and others will have things in
this sale. Selling 1965 Deisel Case tractor with
right be reject highest bid. 2 14 in. plow, disk,
cultivathr and blade, a boom, Johnson outboard
motor, plumbing supplies, cast iron vacuum
sweeper, 24 in. fan, chests, bedsteads, dishes,
wood and gas cook stoves, porch swing, shoe
lasts, electric drill, sander, jig saw, stainless -
garbage diiposal, truck and car tires, 12 ft. farm
gate and much more. Eats and drinks. Not







Let Dad know just how much you love him, by placing a "FATHER'S DAY
GREETING" in the classified section, under the personal classification.
Ads will be run Saturday, June 18. All ads must be in before 12:00 noon
Friday, June 18.
Call 733-1916
To Place Your Father's Day Greeting
EXAMPLE:
To the greatest dad in all the







































































































beautiful view located or
two wooded lots. We also
have a "mushroom"
designed to fit a rugged
site. Ideal for beach
house. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.
JUST LISTED - 4
bedroom brick home on
2'2 acres located ap-
proximately 4 miles
from Murray. Lovely
yard with lots of fruit
trees, grape arbor, large
garden area and small
barn for horses. Priced






home in nice neigh-
borhood near university.
Roomy home with




located on quiet street.
Priced at only $34,000.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 or drop by our
Conveniently located
- office at 711 Main St. We
are working hard to










home on Main Street.
Built in 1917 and known
as the Bradley home.






love to show this home to
yon. Give is a, call at
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222. We provide the full
range of real estate
services.
11,2 LAKEVIEW lots on
canal. Restricted area.
Plenty of shade trees.
Water paid. Ready to
build. Call 753-4821..
MR. L'S Restaurant
located at 15th and
Olive. Includes all
equipment, much of it
new. Has new electric
Bar-B-Que pit. 'Doing
• good business. Mr.
Lyon's health is bad and
doctor has ordered him
to quit wort, so real
bargains can be bought.
Call us for appointment.'





MUST SELL - Two
Acres with a 2 bedroom
mobile home. New
septic tank and well,
also has a block barn.
Good , building site.
$8,500. Call 489-2760 or
Golden Oldie
This Old House-was made for living. Where but in an
older house can you get 4 bedrooms, den, bath, full
basement, 2 Acres for under $20,000. Call gilt He4en or




Loretta lobs - 7534079
Helen Spann - 753-8579




acres, 2 miles East of
Murray. Nice wooded lot
with garage, stable, 125',
deep Well, and 12 x 60 3
bedroom furnished •
mobile home. Call 753-
8176.
REALTORS
South 12th at Sycemore
TELEPHONE 763.1061
THICKLY WOODED
residential lots on US-
641, 5 mi. South of
Murray City limits.
Moderately wooded lots,
in Candlelite Estates, 5
mi. North of Murray









water, 688 acres under
fence. Less than $75-0 per
acre. Waldrop Real
Estate, 206 South 4th,
753-5646.
801 MINER VA - At-
tractively arranged 4
bedroom, 2 bath brick
veneer on beautiful
corner lot. Large sunken
living room, dining
room, den, electric heat
and air. Master
bedroom has large walk-
111. closet And. built-in
"vanity, Approximately'
iaixi sq. ft of living area
with 2 car garage and
extra large patio for
outside activities. Call








45 Farms For Sale
49 ACRES with good
house. Tool shed, and
new well. Located 12




Wooded 3 acres, 12
minutes North Of
Murray, 641. Call 527-
1087.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, 2 bedroom,
404 South 10th Call 753-
5076.
HAZEL, nice frame house




large lot. Price in low
teens. Call after 6 p.m.
492-8417.
•
BY OWNER 3 bedroom
brick. $27,000. Call 753-
9915.
THREE BEDROOM
brick, central heat and





from *Hazel. 24 acres
fenced. Call 498-8704
after 5 p.m. "weekdays.
7 Motorcycles
1973 YAMAHA 750, looks
good, runs good. $600 or
best offer. Must sell.
Call 436-2305.
IMAM MN' Elduro•.'
. Motorcycle trailer. 1971






$70. Call 753-8077 after 6
p.m.
489-2595.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
NICE 1873 Montego GT,
factory air, power




Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,




1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1973 OLDSMOB IL E
Cutlass. Power steering
and brakes, air, factory
tape. Almost new radial
tires. Call 527-8273,
MAKE THAT OLD ear
look new again. Buff,






1975 B-2111 Datsun, 33000
miles. New tires. AM-
,FM radio, 4 speed $2600.
Call 3954780.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 FORD LTD, 4 door
hardtop. Excellent
condition. Air condition.





steering, brakes and air.
Maroon with White top.
Call 753-4015.
After 4:00 call 753-6103.
CAMPER OVER Dodge




Camper like new, truck
needs some work. Also
15' boat and trailer, 50
h.p. Johnson motor. Call
753-6753. -
1973 SELF .CONTAINED
2312 _ ft. Travelease
trailer with 1970
Chrysler custom sedan.
Full power and air. Call
436-2622,
WHITES CAMPER
'SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
1970 JEEP CJ S. Call 753- Clean used campers._ -
0l48. Open 7 days per week.
Call 753-0605.
1968 CAMARO beqds
work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween5and7 p. m.
1968 Z-28 Camaro. Runs





Mike at 753-. GUTTERING BY






motor. $250. Call 753-
9189 or after 5 call 436-
5495






(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from


















Nouse, garden. auto, sewer,
power and concrete tools and
etc.
753-5703




























































































1974 PONTIAC, 2 door
hardtop, one owner,
35,000 miles. Book price.
Call 753-1566
1969 DATSUN pickup,
1300 series. Call 492-8642.






Call 498-8281 or 753-0038.
1975 FORD GRANADA, 4
door.. 1969 Olds con-
vertible, 1973 Pontiac
Grand Prix, 1975
Maverick, 4 door, 1974
Chevrolet station
wagon Call 753-6753. ... ._. •




istarts everit imP 
Maroon rolor, bucket
seats. atir radio, stick
shift. Needs some minor
repairs: last of a noble
breed: a collector's
item. Phone 753-5488
after 4:00 p m.
1972 CHEVY C-111 pickup.
manual shift and
brakes 48,000
Good tru4k Call 753-
1349
1965 CH F.% V. 4 door, good
tires, t_1 work car
$123 W:i3-941.3 or 48ti-
2475
1972 VW BAJA, beautiful
light metallic blue, 'air,
53800 miles, ..11eñt
looks and condition.
$1150. Fred Phillips, 753-
0891.
1969 MODE1. Ford truck




truck, 8750 N„ 18th
at call 753-7836.
1877 LTD IL Just ,7:000
miles. Fully equipped.
Two: ddor. Call Bob
Wynn, 753-4333 or 753-
2975.
gutters installed per
- your specifications. Call







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
  ---- -
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and






























house sidinig & trim. Call
Jack Glover, 753-1873
after 5 or weekends.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call




ficient service. NO job







of any kind. Phone 1l3-
9753. .
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work needs
Call John Lane. Phone
753-8669 or 436-2586.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or




weekend? We're open 7
days a week. Call- 474-
2748 or 474-8848.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for






windows and doors. Call
753-4124.
WILL D0 housecleaning
and gardening. Cal) 753-
1495.
NEED TREES cut, or










KARATE EXPERT 10 TEACH AT HURRAY ARC CENTER
Seiisei Marshall Campbell, graduate student at
MSU holds advanced Black Belt ranks in JIKC
Karate and Goju Karate will teach in-
dividualized „karate at ttie Center mornings and .
evenings. Free . itial lesson with this ad. Special
12 montli,Blae Belt program now available.
Special- family Lrates and 10 week summer
program for new students. Take advantage of
this special opportunity. This is non-contact
karate for the entire family. Located at 16th and
Main Street, Murray, 1(.
Auction Sale
Tuesday, June 14,5 p. m. Rain or shine. Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Henley home, 104 South
9th, Murray, Ky. They have sok/ their hornet,
making it necessary to sell a lot of good an:
tique furniture, that has been handed down
for a number of years.
Victorian Duncan Phyfe couch, antique center
table with carved eagle in top, brass fire set, swivel
desk chair, nice picture frames, antique oak dining
chairs, 7 ft. tall Grandfather clock in Oak, with mat-
ching flower benches, round top trunks, antique
chair that makes a game table, machine cabinets,
split egg baskets, fancy end tables and lamps, oak
ladder back chairs, old granite pitchers, kerosene
and aladdin lamps, stone jars and, jugs, antique sofa
hide-a-bed and matching chairs, french lounge or
fainting couch, antique oak buffet With rope legs,
Queen Anne rocker, chest of drawers, 2 fancy iron
beds; swinging cradle, childs rocker, oak Ben
Franklin secretary desk, Seth Thomas clock case,
oak dresser with tall mirror and hat box, matching
oak half bed, old slate blackboards, extra fancy
drapes, extra large lot of potted plants and pots,
macrame- hangers, floor and swinging lamps,
automatic washer and dryer, Coopertone, bean bag
chairs, extra large lot of books, lots of glass china,











struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.




437-4533 or after 8 p
354-8161 or 354-8138.
WILL DO painting in-





plate, window glass, and




L & M Blacktopping, seal






Lawn IMMO, and small engine
papal:. 'Wirth lawn mowers,
$21.00 end vp Riding
mowers, $100 end op.
51 Services Offered
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,





















WILL HAUL LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
7534545.






grey kitten. Call 492-
8435.
I Ii iiIt H./ 1,01,
Bankroli Card
Punched Thi% Week
Jim Adams Food Liners
INVITATION TO BID
- The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board
hereby solicits bids for the construction of a
"professional Office Building" on the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital site in Murray, Ken:
tucki.
Bids will be received for the following
package( s) by Construction Cost Consultants of
Kentucky, Inc. the agent of, and Construction
Manager for, the Hospital Board. Bids will be
deposited in the Board room at the Hospital, 803
Poplar, Murray, Kentucky on or before the date
designated below for each package.
BID PACKAGE NO. 1 Jane 21, 1977 2:00 P.M. CDT
Site Clearing; ExcavWtion, Filling and-
Grading; Termite Protection; Cqnstruction Fen-
ce; Site and Underslab Mechanical; Site and-Un-
derslab Electrical.
DIVISION 2 •
Section 2A -Site Clearing
Section 28 - Excavating, Filling and Grading
Section 2C- Termite Protection




Section 15 - Mechanical
DIVISION IA
Section 16-Electrical
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder
or acceptable sureties in an amount equal to five
per cent (5%) of the bid shall be submitted with
each proposal. The successful .bidder will be
re,uired to Hellish and pay for Satisfactory per-
formance and payment bond.. Attention is called
to the fact that not less than minimum salaries
and wages, as set forth in the specifications,
must be paid on this project.
Issuance of documents will be limited to two
21-sets-per prime eontraCtONIbit-payment of-
deposit Of $50.00 per set.
Deposits will be refunded to those submitting a
bid on the project upon return of the plans in
usable condition not later than 15 days after bid .
date.
Plans Will be available to qualified bidders on
or after June 6, 1977 at either of the following
locations.
Construction Cost Consultants dl Kentucky,
Inc.
New Hartford Pike, P.O. Box 1328
pwensboro, Kentucky I
Gresham dr keer. John Keeling Associates
126 South Second, P.O. Box 1251
Paducah, Kentucky









Associated General Contractors of Western
Kentucky
Paducah, Kentucky
Gresham& Kerr, John Keeling Associates
Paducah, Kentucky
Constrbction Cost Conultants ;#f Kentucky,
Incl.
Owensboro, Kentucky
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board
reserves the right to reject any or all bids or to
waive any inforrrialities in the budding. No bid
shall be withdrawn for.a-periodof sixty i3 O da,vs.
subseqbent to the opening of bids without consent
of the Owner.
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Deaths and FuneTals
Former Murray Man, Jack Harr's Rites
Everett D. Jones
Dies At Hospital
Evcrett I). Jones, former
Murray businessman, died
Saturday at 145 p. in. at the
Southeast Missouri Hospital,
Cap.) Girardeau. NIo. He was
;[) years ()Loge and was a
resident of 228 East Elmn
Street, Marion.
The deceased owned and
operated Everett's and Ben
Franklin 5 cent and 10 cent
Stores on the court square in
Murray until just a -few years
Everett D. Jones
ago He was advisor for the
Boy Scouts of America here in
Murray for twenty-five years.
Mr. Jones was a former
Rotarian and was a past
president of the Marion
Rotary Club. He was a
member of the First Baptist
Church. Born'October 12, 1911,
Being Held Today
Funeral services for Jack
Harr are being held today at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
William Sullivan officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Palestine Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Mr. Harr, age 73, a resident,
of Morehouse, Mo., died
Saturday morning at a
hospital at Sikeston, Mo. He
was a retired carpenter.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Vivian Harr; one
brother, Thomas Harr,
Paducah; one sister, Mrs.
Edna Powers, Panalou, Mo.;




The funeral for Mrs. Hettie
Treas, widow of J. C. (Bill)
Treas, was held Saturday at
two p.m. at the chapel of the J.
H. Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Lawson
Williamson and the Rev. Dr.
Bill Whittaker officiating.
Music was by Blondavene
Cook and Olivene Erwin.
Pallbearers were Jerry
Wallace, William Gentry,
Wallace Rogers, R'. W.
Scarbrough, Rob McCallon,
and Fred autlerworth. Burial
was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
- Prices of stocks of local uiterest at
in Paducah, he wa§jhe son of Mrs. Tress, age 79, .died •noon today furnished to the Ledger o
-Mrs. -Ain bie Jane Vc,Waters ThursdaY-at seven-Tom; at the -nrrkes t'l•tWm'n4:"74" 
Indus Ay -.59
Mrs. Gordon Dies
At The Age Of 56;
Rites Are Incomplete
molly ) Jones, who survives,
and the late Curt Jones.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Alberta Churchill Jones,
Marion; mother,- Mrs. Dolly
Jones, Murray; one daughter,
Mrs. Bob (Wylene) White,
Cape Girardeau, Mo.; one son,
Ottis Jones, Nashville, Tn.;
three grandchildren, Bryan
and Zonnya White, Cape
Girardeau,' and Matthew
Jones, Nashville.
The funeral services are
being held today at 1:30 p. m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Ray Jackson and the
Rev. Harold Person of-
ficiating.
Serving as pallbeaters are
Pippi Hardin, Norman D.
Hale, Kenneth Goode, Glen
Walker, Ed Runyon, and Dr.
Jim Byrn. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Newberry Dies
Sunday With Rites
To Be On Tuesday
Mrs. Maggie Newberry of
Murray Route Two died
Sunday at three p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 83 years of
age and the wife of Milton
Jack, Newberry who died
June 18, 1946.
The .Calloway County
woman •i),'as a member of the
Flint Baptist Church. Born
March ',11, 1894, in Trigg
County, she was the daughter
of the late Nick Neebles and
Noada Lowry Neebles,
Mrs. Newberry *is Kirvived
by two daughters, Mrs.
Georgia Birdsong, Moro, Ill:,
and Mrs. Olen (Dorothy )
Turner. Cadiz; three sons,
Hubert Newberry, Almo
Route One, Jackie Newberry,




Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at two p. m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
coteman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Heyward Roberts
and the Rev. Rudolph Allen
officiating. The song service
w ill be by the choir of the Flint
( 'hurch with William B. Miller
AS leader.
Pallbearers will be Milton
Turricr, Mark Sheckter,
. Ronnie Newberry, Steve
Nuwberry, Jimmy Birdsong,
and Larry Huddleston, all
grandsons and grandsons-in-
law. Burial will follow in the
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Salem Baptist Church
and the daughter of the late
John Irvan Armstrong and
Eppie May Gilbreath Arm-
strong.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Hugh Larue)
Wallace, Murray Route
Eight; two sisters, Mrs. Neva
Gargus and Miss Vara Arm-
strong, Murray; one brother,
Edgar Armstrong, Murray
Route four; four grand-
children; five great grand-
children.
Mrs. Bessie West
Dies At Age Of 87;
Funeral Is Today
Mrs. gessie West, wife of
Galen West who died January
TO, 1961, of Murray Route
Seven died Saturday at 1:45 p.
m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 87
years of age.
The deceased 'was a
member of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church. Born
November 9, 1889, she wals the
daughter of the late Joe
Paschall and Rena_Trevathan
Paschall.
Mr. West is survived by four
sons, Robert H. West,
Dearborn • Heights, Mich.,
Huel West and W. 'L.( Dick 1
West, Murray Route Seven.
and Joseph D. West, Murray;
three sisters, Mrs. Pearl West,
Murray Route Seven, Mrs.
Ocus (Mary) Boyd, Murray,
and Mrs. Salone Miller, Troy,
Mich.; nine grandchildren;
five great grandchildren.
The funeral services are
being held today at two p. m.
at the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church with the Rev. Lawson
Williamson officiating. The
song service is by the Church
Choir with Mrs. Oneida White
as organist.
Grandsons are serving as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the church cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Max Churchill Funeral Home.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
June 13, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts . Act. 749 Est. 700 Barrows &
Gilts mostly 1.00 higher Sows .50 to $1 00
higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. $43 50-43.75
US 1-3 200-240 lbs 54300.43,50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs  542.29-43.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs $41.25-42.25
Sows
USI-2270-350lbs 533.50-34.50
US 13 300-450 lbs. $34.00-35.00
US 1-3 490-6501b. 535.00-36.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs „ $33,00-33,30
Boars 24 00-26 00
Remember Dad
June 19 - Shop
Corn-Austin
Mrs. Ishmael Earl i Mar-
jorie I..) Gordon of Almo
Route One, Hickory Grove
community, died' Sunday at
3:35 p. In. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 56 years of age and
her death followed an ex-
tended illness. •
The deceased was a
member of the Barlow Baptist
Church. Born May 17, 1920, at
Barlow, she was the daughter
of the late Luther Allen Terrell
and Minda Augusta Delworth
Terrell.
Mrs. Gordon is survived by
her husband, Ishmael Earl
Gordon, Almo Route One; one
daughter, Mrs. Joan Duffany,
3nd one grandson, Jasson
Duffany, San Jose, Calif.; two
sons. Timothy Gordon, Almo
Route One, and Michael
O'Sullivan, San Marcos,
Calif.; two sisters, Mrs. Jean
Cline, Vallejo, Calif., and Mrs.
Betty floret. Pleasant Hill,
Calif.; one brother, Ray
Terrell, California.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at ten a. m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Bro.
Connie Wyatt officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the




Am. Motors  .unc
Ashland Oil 35 Al
AT&T 6214 -61
Ford Motor .. . ,,,,,,,, 5514 +
Gen. Dynamics 5714 +1L4
Gen. Motors 67"4 +
Gen. Tire 28 +64
Goodrich 2614 -6B
Gulf Oil  28),
Pennwalt 35 -64
Quaker Oats . .  23 Ai
Republic Steel n uric
Singer Mfg 2214 uric
Tappan 914 -'4
Western Union 174 -..
Zenith Radio 23.1
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger di
Times by First of Michigan, Corp , of
Murray. are as follows •
Heublem Inc.   2514 uric
McDonalds Corp  . 4314 +
Ponderosa Systems ........ 8L2 uric
Kimberly Clark 4514 +IT
Union Carbide....... 5014 -14
W.R. Grace ...... . . , 2914 +14
Texaco 2714 +".
General Elec 56 uric
GAF Corp 1014 -4
Georgia Pacific  . 3014 +14
Pfizer . 26
Jim Walters 3314 WIC
Kirsch ... . . 14',4 uric
Disney .. ..... 331a +14
Franklin Mint   13 -31
Class winners of the recent Bicycle Road-C-0 held in connection with the Bicyde
Safety Program and conducted by the Murray Kiwanis Club with the sponsors being
McDonalds and Spoke and Pedal Shop, were left to right, front row, 5 to 8 year olds,
Karin Elkins and Kenneth Mikulcik; back row, 9 to 11 year old girl, Denise Eyersmeyen
12 to 13 year old girl, Donna Rousse; 12 to 13 year old boy, Bart Washer; Jack Vincent,
Kiwanis Club president 9 to 11 year old boy, Shain West 14 and over boy, Bradley
Thompson; not present when the picture was taken was Lynne Beatty, the 14 and over
girl winner. Participants were scored as they rode four courses which tested their
ability to control and safely operate their bicycles.
Photo by Harold Eyersmeyer
Severe Winter Causes $30.1 Million
In Damages To Roads Across Kentuc
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AO)
State Highway Engineer
Frank Kemper says the cost of
putting Kentucky's state
roads in "acceptable"
condition after the winter of
'77 has been estimated at $30.1
million.
Kemper said the Bureau of
Highways has surveyed
'damage to all state-
maintai,q_ed roIsj,p the wate ,
of "(he most devastating
winter in the history of the
Bureau of Highways or the
histoc* of the old Highway
Department."
He told the Interim Joint
Committee on Highways and
Traffic Safety' that the bureau
proposes to start the repair
job with $17.5 million worth of
patching and paving across
the state next month.
Transportation Secretar
Calvin Grayson is expected to
approve that proposal son.
Kemper said. We will work
up additional programs as the
money becomes available in
the road fund."
In the survey, he said, we
came tip with an estimate of
$30.1 million that it's going to
take to put the roads not in.
first-class condition but in
acceptable condition to go into
the next winter."
The state's program, he
said, does not include the
estimated $29 million cost of
repairs to county roads and
eity streets throughout. the
state.
Winter damage to
pavements was worst in the
three highway districts that
cover the mountainous areas
eastern Kentucky, the
highway engineer said, but the
first repair program, if
Grayson apprcitres* it will




severity of the damage and
which roads get 'the most
public use in deciding which
repairs should come first.
Bids for the first series of
repairs probably will be let
during the second week in
July, he said.
Kemper sa
materials are har In\ pagevtining
some parts of the state. For
instance, limestone that is
crushed and used in paving is
easier to obtain in central
Kentucky than eastern
Kentucky.
Even so, he said, "we'll do
all we can in eastern
Kentucky. I'm confident that
we'll probably do as much as
the industry can perform." -
-There will be some
John Padgett Appointed New State
Facilitator For Education Network
FRANKFORT, Ky. - A
school in Kentucky wants to
set up a program for a group
of children who are having
difficulty reading. Another
Kentucky school needs in-
formation' on new math
programs for elementary
school children. These schools
can now contact the Depart-
ment of Education for a list of
certified programs and
projects that meet their needs
and are successful in other
states' schools and school
districts.
John Padgett, office of
Special Programs and Ser-
vices, was recently appointed
State Facilitator for the U.S.
Office of Education's National
Diffusion Network ( NDN ).





NDN was created several
-years ago to provide thepp-
portunity for every school to
share in the successes of the
programs that were included
under compensatory
education and innovative
programs, as well as those
funded through .otl4r federal
education programs'such as
Right to Read.
"What I do is make schools
aware of approved programs




Education has been provided
$65,000 through a contract
with the U.S. Office of
Education to establish the
office of state facilitator for
oNDN, said Padgett. The
federal funds cover salary and
expenses to Atablish the
office with limited funds to
assist local school districts in
adopting a program for their
schools.
"This may involve
arranging visits to project
sites by school represen-




project sites to the schools in
Kentucky interested in that
project," said Padgett.
According to Padgett
Kentucky has only one cer-
tified NDN project - the Re-
Ed School for Emotionally
Disturbed Children in
Louisville. "There have been
a number of representatives
from other states' school
districts to visit this program
so that they might establish
one in their schools," Padgett
said.
Padgett explained that NDN
projects are certified upon the
approval of a team trained
especially for this work. ,
Doug Pitts, left, and Stesen Norsworthy of the Murray-
Calloway Special Olvmpir s Team won in their events at
Murray and qualified to pArticipate in the state meeting
at Bowling Green. Pitts won two bronze medals in the
softball throw and the -.0-yard dash, and Norsworthy
won two gold medal, in the softball throw and the 50-
yard dash, both in state meet. Participating in the state
meet were 1,200 person, from all over the state of Ken-
tucky. Pitts is the son tit dr. and Mrs. Tom Pitts and Nor-
sworthy is the son of 'sir and Mrs. Boyd Norsworthy.
Gayle Wadlington, Region I Area Coordinator for
Special Olympics vtas present for the state meetirfg.
Wachington has a position with the Western Kentucky
Community Mental Heidi), Centers.
resurfacing, some patching
and some extensive patching
in areas where some parts of
the road are good and some
parts were damaged," he
said.
Kemper also told the
committee that eastern
Kentucky highway crews are
rapidly catching up with
routine maintenance such as
filling potholes - work that
was delayed when state
highway equipment and large
numbers of employes were





(AP) - One of two hstages
who died when Dutch
commandos stormed a
besieged train in northern
Holland was killed by a South
Moluccan terrorist, according
to one of the surviving
captives.
The report of the shooting
came from Saskia Seth, 48,
and was relayed by telephone
by her husband, who told the
Associated Press:
"My wife did not actually
see or hear the terrorists
shooting. She was in a first-
class compartment in that
section of the train where
there were no hijackers.
"However, when she came
to the psychiatric reception
ward, some other released
hostages told us that the 40-
year-old man was shot by one
terrorist. We were not sure
about who shot the 19-year-old
girl."
The two hostages killed
were J.M.O. Monsjou, 19, and
M. Van Baarsel, 40, Justice
Ministry spokeswoman Tons
Faber said today it was
believed that Miss Monsjou _
was shot by a terrorist who
ky survived the attack but whowas himself shot in the chest
and stomach.
"We think he shot her, but ...
we can only be sure when we
have the report of the autopsy
on the two hostages killed."
Dutch troops stormed the
train and the Bovensmilde
elementary school before
dawn Saturday and freed 53
hostages who had been held
for 20 days. Two other
hostages and six of the 13
South Moluccans were killed
on the train, -and, une_gC,  the 
terrorists was wounded
seriously. Nine of the
surviving hostages were also
hospitalized, but all were
Task Of New Aide
To Be Important One
WASHINGTON (AP) -
President Carter is giving his
newest White House assistant
a task likely to become one -of
the most important in the
administration's effort to
tame and housebreak the
elephant that is the federal
bureaucracy.
Richard Pettigrew, whom
Carter appointed assistant for
government reorganization 10
days ago, says the President
has given him the job of
building a public constituency
for reorganization - a
constituency aware of "what's
at stake" in the effort and
ready to support it when the
going gets tough.
What's at stake, says
Pettigrew, is making
government manageable.
The going will get tough.
Pettigrew knows it. He was
speaker of the Florida House
and reshuffled the
government there a few years
ago. He knows about battles
with bureaucrats and special
interests and legislators with
stakes in the Status quo.
"There are going to be
disagreements about
particular plans, there's no
question about that,"
Pettigrew said in a recent
interview. "But what we're
trying to do is to involve as
many people as possible." .
To that end, Pettigrew ,is
arranging public hearinbi/n
seminars, conferences.
committees and task forces:'
He's inviting counsel straight
from the public - "whoever
wants to supply information,
make recommendations and
offer 'solutions." Send them
directly to him: 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue,
Washington, D.C.
People who participate in
reorganization will
understand it better, and
develop their own stake in it,





each of the 2,000 departments,
agencies, commissions,
hoards and committees in the
government, the President
can appeal to this public
constituency for help.
"It's the President's
conviction that in order for
reorganization to be
successful it's going to have to
be a cooperative effort with
Congress, and there's going to •
have to be a broad-based
understanding of the
objectives of reorganization
by the public at large, as well
as the ' broadest possible
participation in it," Pettigrew
said.
Special interest groups and
congressional staffs will be
invited to the hearings,
seminars, conferences and
committees, too, Pettigrew
said, "so that everybody has
had their say, has had their
shot in the decision-making
process.
"Then, when something is
recommended to Congress it
can be properly represented
that the best thinking that has
been developed previously in
the Congress has been looked
at and the interest groups who
feel that they are very directly
affected have been consulted.
"That'll give us the best.
chance of a successful




RICHMOND, Va. ( AP) A
portrait of Mrs. Oliver Wolcott
painted by American artist
Ralph Earl (1751-1801) has been
purchased by the Virginia Mu-
seum. Earl 'is America's
earliest historical painter,
known as a portraitist and for
his battle scenes of Lexington
and Concord. Mrs. Wolcott was
the wife of a signer of the Dec-
laration of Independence who
-as later governor of Con-
ecticut.
reported in good condition.
The four teachers held
hostage in the school could
have escaped several times,
one of them told a news
conference Sunday. But she
said they feared the other
group of terrorists aboard 'the
stranded commuter train
would harm some of their
captives in retaliation.
"On one occasion, the
Moluccans all fell asleep, and
we had a key with which we
could have gotten out of the
building," said 35-year-old
Sjaan Abbink. "But at that
time, they still had a direct
telephone line to the
Moluccans on the train and we
feared for the lives of the
hostages on the train."
The Silc uninjured terrorists
were 'split up and put in
separate jails in northern
Holland. The law required
their appearance before the
public prosecutor today, but
official sources said the
prosecutor would probably
visit thein in prison instead of
having them brought to court.
Young South Moluccans
among the community of
40,000 exiles in The
Netherlands angrily mourned
the dead terrorists as martyrs
to their struggle for the
independence of their native
islands from Indonesia.
"Our comrades were
murdered by the collaborators
of Indonesian fascism," said a
spokesman for the South
Moluccan Youth Liberation
Front.
Hinting at more terrorist
action, he added: "Our







Baby Boy Reccuis (mother
Jean), 630 Main, Murray,
Baby Boy Rudd (mother
Mary), Route 3, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Patsy A. Stations and
Baby Girl, R. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Rita E. Carson, 1403 Henry
St., Murray, Leslie N.
Lafever, 415 S. 9th St.,
Murray, Miss Dorothy J.
Sweatman, Fox Meadows Tr.
Ct. No. B1, Murray, Mrs.
Rebecca L. Crawford, 304 N.
7th St., Murray, Mrs. Sally A.
Futrell, Box 665, Murray, Mrs.
Moline Bennett, Box 83, Hazel,
Miss Kristie S. Glisson, R. 2,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Beverly
Galloway, R. 1, Box 114, Almo,
Mrs. Debbie F. Potts, R. 1,
Kirksey, Ms. Jolois Rettke, R.
8 Box 8, Benton, William D.
Smith, R. 5 Box 1025, Murray,
Miss Heather D. Walston, R. 2,
Box 99, Murray, Miss Mitzi G.
McDougal, 903 Meadow Lane,
Murray, Miss April -D.
Shekell, R. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Cona 0. Halcomb, R. 5,
Murray, Alfred C. Brown, Box
395, Hazel, Nolen M. Atkins,
R. 6 Box 180, Murray. Mrs.
Floyd D. Elkins, R. 1, Kirksey,
Mrs. Nora M. Howard, R. 1,
Murray, Robert T. Howard, R.
1, Murray, Mrs. Neva 0.
Manning, R. 3, Benton, Festus
L. Story, R. 1, Box 33, Murray,




Our news media in recent times has been severely at-
tacked by nearly every one. Lobbyists, politicians,
plain people and even police at times have joined the
echo of complaint.
It seems Or rtinent to ask, -Should the news media
restrict itself to the confines of reporting strictly on the
"who, what, when, where and how" of events?" If the
answer is "yes," it means reporting would merely be
an act of informing. But, is it not true when the news
media injects interpretations and opinions of the
"why" element of the news, avenues of communication
are opened? Informing is but a monologue. Com-
munication is a dialogue. Communication means being
alert to response by thinking a thing out, even if it is
true some people refuse to think. It is a:so true there
are none so blind as those who will not see.
With it all, as long as one can accept or reject, agree
or disagree on the "why" of news events, the news
• media will remain an edifying force in American life.
If and when thisrprivilege is forfeited, you can kiss the
First Amendment to the Constitution - goodbye...
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd
7S3-2411
•
